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KHA,hospital groups seek
nction on Medicaid limits
Poston stressed individuals
should be more concerned about
the limitations than KHA. He explained government's failure to
subsidize health care results in
higher costs for those services to
the people. He said people will be
paying a "sick tax" through local
hospitals.
"We (the hospital) can't absorb
the cost without passing it on to someone else," he added. "It's survival of the fittest."
The administrator said
hospitals, like other businesses
should be paid by the government
for all services performed. "Why
are hospitals so different from
State officials received apother businesses? If the public
proval last.week from the federal
realized what was happening in
Health Care Financing Adthe hospital industry, they would
ministration on the new payment
have filed the suit."
plan, which is estimated to save
The KHA has presented a posiabout $10 million a year.
tion paper to Brown and Dr.
Maximum possible payments
Grady Stumbo, secretary of the
are categorized according to the
Department for Human
number of beds in hospitals. InDuring the 1980-81 fiscal year, Resources, about appointing a
dividual hospital rates, figured
the Murray hospital admitted 473 task force of marketplace experts
from its Medicaid patient costs
Medicaid patients for 2,936 to study the Medicaid issue and to
during the previous fiscal year
patient-days, an average of 6.2 per make recommendations on how to
and a nationally-determined arpatient, Poston said. Care for break even.
bitrary inflation factor (8.5 per- those patients totalled $438,000.
The paper also suggested possicent, went into .effect Monday.
"Our length of stay is way below ble elimination of some optional
Poston said he received the Mur- average. It's- the rare cases that Medicaid services. When
ray hospital's notification of the
Medicaid was formed, it covered
put us behind," Poston said.
change on Friday,Feb.26.
There were some cases where eight health care areas — inRates will be readjusted_ht— _patients stayed as long as 45 days, _ _patient, out-patient, physicians
December, —services, Allied nursing facility,
he added.
The association, representing
"We're ( the hospital) not going home health assistance, early
more than 100 hospitals in Ken- to change anything right now. periodic screening and detection
tucky, and the six hospital groups
We're still going to treat patients. testing, family planning and
filed suit in Franklin Circuit Court In the future, I see no alternative laboratory and X-rays. Since that
because required steps mandated
but to cut the amount of services," time, 12 optional services were adby federal law were not taken
ded, which accounts for 48 percent
Poston said.
before implementation of the rate
For the 1982-13 fiscal year, the of all Medicaid payments.
change, Poston added.
Poston said he was not sure
Murray hospital is budgeting
. "Hospitals should receive due- $1,850,000—th- anticipated lost when a decision would be made in
process before being penalized,"_ revenues,he_added.
the suit.

By Matt Sanders
The Kentucky Hospital Association and six hospitals groups are
seeking an injuction against
recently-implemented daily
Medicaid payment limitations to
hospitals, according to Stuart
Poston, administrator of MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
KHA board member.
Rate limits were established in
an effort to curb the state
Medicaid deficit, estimated to exceed $100 million by 1984. Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. signed the
rates into effect under emergency
regulation.

STRINGS & THINGS — Eric McKee,son of Mr. and Mrs. John McKee, is being measured for the proper
violin size by Connie Ottway, violin instructor. Classes in the zuzuki method of teaching violin is being offered
to parents and children in the Calloway County Public Library as part of a music appreciation program. Ottway, a library volunteer, is offering the five weeks of instruction free of charge to the 26 children and their
parents who have pre-registered.
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Sheriff assistance bill sounds
favorable to Calloway sheriff
By Duane Spurlock
The state Senate has approved a
bill that would allow county
sheriffs to appoint an unlimited
number of special deputies for
emergency assistance.
Bill supporters said it keeps in
effect a system sheriffs have used
for several years. An attorney
general's opinion last year said
such appointments were not permitted by state law.
Calloway County Sheriff David
Salentine said the bill sounded
favorable but probably would not
be used frequently here.
The House-passed measure
stipulates the deputies may be appointed temporarily, only in

preparation for or during an
emergency.
An amendment was offered
which would have given the county fiscal court authority to approve the number of appointments. The amendment was
defeated,Both Rep. Freed Curd and Sen.
Greg Higdon voted for the bill's
passage.
"I feel sheriffs elected by the
- -people are able to handle the
situation properly, and I do not
feel it will be abused whatsoever
by sheriffs," Higdon said.
Salentine said the measure
might be implemented locally oa
Halloween or similar holidays
when extra help might be needed.

"It sounds good," Salentine
said. We need a certain amount
of help at times, say to fill in if someone is sick."
Salentine has five deputies and
one bailiff.
The sheriff said a possible use of
the bill was described at a recent
sheriffs' association meeting in
Frankfort.
-They're going to be shooting a
movie tweiriyette County soon, and
that sheriff will be appointing
special deputies to help control
crowds and all the extra traffic
around the filming areas."
The bill was approved 75-16 in
the House and 27-8 in the Senate. It
now awaits the signature of Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.

Nursing home reform billposses house
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
major nursing home reform bill
has made it through the state
House of Representatives, but not
before a major section dealing
with receivership was amputated.
House Bill 106 passed the House
95-0 on Friday and now goes to the
Senate.
However,a provision that would
have allowed poorly operated nursing -homes to be placed into
receivership will not go with it.
The House voted 49-45 in favor of
an amendment offered by Rep.
Joel Ellington, D-Paducah, to
remove the recevership portion of
the bill. The provision would have
allowed the state or other persons
to petition a court to place a home
in temporary receivership if it did
not correct violations.
Opponents of the provision
charged that it would be an improper taking of a person's property.
But the bill's sponsor and chief
architect, Rep. Gerta Bendl, DLouisville, argued that it was a
necessary enforcement tool if the
state is to have minimum stan-

dards of care in its nursing homes.
"Is property and money more
important than the lives of the
elderly of this state?" asked Rep.
Mary Ann Tobin, D-Irvington.
The bill_ would give the state
-authority to fine nursing homes
that fail to correct violations,
would set up a rating system for
nursing homes and would
guarantee access to nursing
homes by advocacy groups..
The measure would also require
nursing homes to display various
records and inspection reports.
The House agreed to three other
technical amendments to the bill,
but rejected three major changes.
The House defeated amendments to set up a special bureau in
the Department for Human
Resources to administer the bill,
to place money collected in fines
in the state's General Fund instead of a special Human
Resources account, and to give
nursing home administrators
more flexibility to deny access to
residents.
The bill was drafted over the interim by a special subcommitee

headed by Ms. Bendl and has been
a center of controversy during this
session.
The bill was considered by three
committees before Friday's floor
vote, with several members
criticizing Ms. Bendl's handling of
the bill in the House Health and
Welfare Committee, which she
chairs.
The bill was sent to the State
Government Committee, which
held several meetings to consider
lengthy changes proposed by the
nursing home industry. Although
few of those were approved in
committee, Ms. Bendl contended
the receivership section was a
chief target of the industry.
The bill also went through the
Appropriations and Revenue
Committee because of its fiscal
impacL___
"This represents many thousand of hours of work," Ms. Bendl
told the House. "It is an excellent
piece of legislation to do what we
need to do.
"We as individuals and a state
can no longer tolerate buying inadequate care," she said.

&WI sleet rliTvet info west Kentucky;
authorities report no county accidents
From Staff, AP Reports
Kentuckians awoke to a variety
of weather conditions today, with
snow, sleet and freezing rain in
the west and rain farther east.
An area of rain, snow, sleet and
freezing rain moved into western
and south-central Kentucky in the
early morning. At the same time,
some thunderstorms were
reported in the southeast.
Snow began to accumulate in
western Kentucky, with one-half

reporters outside the bungalow.
-The detectives have found
nothing to make it seem
suspicious in any way."
Belushi's physical trainer,
William Wallace, found the body
after Belushi had been dead for
two or three hours, Cooke said.
"He tried to administer mouthto-mouth resuscitation, and the
paramedics were called," Cooke
said.
Bruce Beckler, a hotel gardener
and day security guard, said he
went into the bungalow with
Wallace and saw Belushi lying on
the bed with his head on a pillow.
Belushi appeared to have choked
on food and had swallowed his
tongue, Beckler said.
"I've never closed somebody's
eyes before, but! did it this time,"
Beckler said. "I wanted to bring
the man back."
Hotel. officials said they
delivered food to Belushi's room

auout 8 a.m.
Beckler said the hotel desk
manager became concerned Friday morning because Belushi
didn't answer his phone.
"We knew he was in his room
because he checks out with the
desk if he leaves. We suspected
something was wrong," Beckler
said.
Detectives detained a darkhaired, heavyset woman who
returned to the bungalow in
Belushi's car about 2:15 p.m. The
woman, identified only as a 34year-old worker in the entertainment industry, was taken from the
scene in handcuffs but was released after questioning.
"She woke him up this morning
about 8 a.m.," Cooke said. "He
was breathing with difficulty from
some nasal congestion. She asked
if he was all right and he said yes.
She gave him a glass of water and
he went flack to sleep.She went in-

inch reported at Madisonville by 7
a.m. The National Weather Service said the western part of the
state could end up with 1 to 2 inches of snow.
Roads were slick in western
Kentucky, and some hazardous
road conditions were predicted for
both the west and north.
In Murray and Calloway County, local and state law officials
reported no accidents during the
night although a couple of vehicles
slid off roads. No injuries were

reported.
The weather service said northern Kentucky wolild continue to
have periods of light snow through
the day, with some light rain mixed with snow in the south.
Precipitation was expected to
remain light, however, with
daytime temperatures expected
to top the freezing mark.
The weather service said snow
flurries would diminish and end
Sunday, followed by dry weather
in the early part of the week.

dministration may consider repeal
of indexing measure, Donald Regan
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Reagan administration, under
congressional pressure to reduce
future budget deficits, might consider repeal of a newly enacted
law that automatically lowers income tax rates as inflation rises,
Treasury Secretary Donald T._
Regan said today.
"Indexing we'd discuss ( with
Congress)," Regan said of a provision in last year's tax-cut law
that requires tax rates to be
"indexed" permanently to inflation after 1984.
The intent of indexing is to

Tv, movie comedian apparently chokes to death
By STEPHEN FOX
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — John
Belushi, the beefy comedian who
played a manic Samurai warrior
on TV's original "Saturday Night
Live" and a slobby fraternity
brother in the movie "Animal
House," apparently choked to
death, says a security guard who
saw the body.
Belushi's nude body was found
about 12:15 p.m. Friday in bed in a
$200-a-day bungalow the 33-yearold actor rented behind the
Chateau Marmont Hotel on Sunset
Strip. He was pronounced dead at
the scene.
Los Angeles County Coroner
Thomas Noguchi said an autopsy
would be performed today, but
Los Angeles police IA. Dan Cooke
said there was no immediate indication of foul play.
"It appears to be death by
natural causes," Cooke told

he said.
Named along with the association in the lawsuit are Berea
Hospital Inc., Berea; Fort Logan
Hospital Foundation Inc., Stanford; Our Lady of the Way
Hospital Inc., Martin; Woodford
Memorial Hospital, Versailles; St.
Francis Health Services Inc.,
which operates Louisville's St. Anthony Hospital; and Southeastern
Kentucky Hospital Inc., Corbin.
Poston added estimated figures
and year-old figures do not draw
an accurate picture of funds needed for reimbursement.
The Murray hospital, with 178
acute beds, will receive $172.08
per Medicaid patient, regardless
of services rendered, up to 14 days
(last year Medicaid lowered it
maximum payment period from
21 to 14 days). Maximum
payments in the 101-200 bed range
is $222.

to the living room and, assuming
he was asleep, went out about an
hour later.
"Detectives are satisfied that
there is no criminal involvement
on her part and she is being
released," Cooke said. "She is
quite distraught. She didn't want
to talk to reporters."
Belushi, who lived in New York
City, checked into the hotel last
Sunday. He was in Los Angeles for
a Paramount movie,"Noble Rot."
A Chicago native who appeared
with the Second City improvisational group and later in the National Lampoon production of
"Lemmings" on Broadway,
Belushi was an immediate hit
when "Saturday Night Live"
debuted in 1975. He was one of the
original "Not Ready for Prime
Time Players," along with Dan
Aykroyd, Garrett Morris, Chevy
Chase, Jane Curtin, Laraine
Newman and Gilda Radner.

reduce tax rates so that people are
not penalized by being pushed into
higher tax brackets because of
inflation-swelled income gains
that leave their buying power unchanged.
In an interview taped for broadcast on Cable News Network's
"Newsmaker — Saturday,"
Regan said the administration
might discuss repeal of the indexing provision with Congress only ff
It were assured lawmakers would
-not use the added revenues to increaselederal spending.
The objective would have to be
to reduce the deficit, he said.
"If that is the purpose and lithe
Congress would actually stick
with that, that might be considered by us," he said. "But
we're awfully afraid that when

you get into tax increases, including dropping indexing, it
would only be an excuse to say,
'Well, we don't have to cut
anymore; we've got enough
revenue to cover our added spending."
Regan said the administration
would not even consider congressional changes in the three-year,
25 percent personal tax cut and
the accelerated depreciation
schedules for businesses that were
approved last year.
"I want to make clear that what
we've rejected in advance is any
tampering with the basic Reagan
program ... We absolutely have
ruled that out," Regan said.
Indexing, however, was not part
of Reagan's original tax-cutting
(Continued on Page Two)

light rain, snow tonight
A mixture of light rain sleet
and snow and a chance of a
thunderstorm today. High
temperatures in the mid 30s to
around 40. A mixture of light
rain and snow this evening,
changing to snow and tapering
off to flurries tonight. Snow
may accumulate 1 to 2 inches
by late tonight. Lows in the upper 20s. A chance of snow flurries4Sunday morning, otherwise mostly cloudy. Highs Sunday in the mid 30s. Winds northeast at 10 to 15 miles an hour
today, becoming north to northwe.st at 10 to 20 tonight and
Sunday. Chance of precipitation 80 percent today, 80 per-

cent tonight, 20 percent early
Sunday.
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Brown gains senate win
for investment policies

NEW MEMBERSHIP PLAQUES — Members of the Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce's Ambassador Club display the new membership plaques which are being distributed to members. From left are
Loretta Jobs, Ambassador Club Chairman, Craig McCrystal, David King, membership drive chairman, and
Doug Stephens.

Money market bill causes uproar
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— The
money market bill comes up for a
Senate vote Monday despite a vain
attempt to push it through for a
decision before the weekend.
The effort, made Friday by the
Senate's top two leaders, touched
off the harshest oratory of the 1982
session.
After the tumult subsided, the
proposed bill — which would bring
lower yields to investors — was
put on the orders of the day for the
Monday session.
The Senate also passed and sent
to the House a bill approving the
administration's investment revisions.
And it delayed, also until Monday, a vote on a measure which
would require recording with the
county clerk of interests in property relating to oil shale.
Money market funds are
specialized investment companies
that pool investors' money to buy
high-yield securities available only in large denomination's. They

yield much higher interest rates
than bank accounts.
Opponents of the bill have
characterized it as an attempt to
protect banks which offer less to
depositors.
One expressed reason behind
the push for a money market decision was to avoid a weekend
deluge of constituent calls to
senators. Nonetheless, the effort
was resisted fiercely in a series of
parliamentary maneuvers.
The measure would make Kentucky the only state requiring
money market funds to hold a
percentage of assets on reserve.
Industry analysts, who estimate
60,000 Kentuckians are involved,
claim the bill probably would stop
the sales of the funds in Kentucky.
The other side asserts that
many investors don't know they
become investment shareholders
and the money is not federally insured. But the version reported
out-by the Senate Banking and Insurance CoMmittee on Thursday

provides no insurance.
The understanding of many
senators was that the bill would
come out of Rules Committee next
week — until Majority Leader Joe
Wright, D-Harned, arose to try
obliquely to pull it out of rules for
an immediate vote.
"This is not the way to operate,"
Sen. Lowell Hughes, D-Ashland,
said.
Sen. David Karem, DLouisville, was more blunt, saying
he had "never seen a majority
leader take a bill from his own
committee."
Senate President Pro Tern Joe
Prather, D-Vine Grove, said the
measure has taken "an inordinate
amount of time" from senators
and if not disposed of right away,
-we'll be bombarded again with
calls on Senate Bill 306."
To which Karem replied that
"it's unconscionable" that
Prather doesn't want to go home
and listen to opponents of thf pip.*

FRANKFORT, IJAP),
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. won and
state Treasurer Drexel! Davis lost
as the state Senate passed a bill
that would revise the state's investment policies.
The measure was sent to the
House on Friday after 22-16 approval and some cries of "ripper
bill."
Meantime, a resolution calling
fir a constitutional convention to
alance the federal budget is on
the way to the House after Senate
passage by 25-11.
But that one may be in trouble
because a similar version is
languishing in the House, where
Majority Leader Bobby Richardson, D-Glasgow, is determined to
kill it.
Kept alive by the Senate was a
proposal to require recording by
county clerk of oil shale lease
transactions. That bill comes up
Monday.
Lively debate was stirred by the
investment practices bill, including the allegations Brown is
trying to strip Davis of power.
But supporters said the intent is
to save ;43 million in the next biennium by various changes in
money management by the state.
"If you don't follow through,
you're going to create a deficit,"

!OBITUARIES'

Sen. Robert Martin, D-Riclunond,
told colleagues.
For a time, the bill looked like it
was in trouble and might be sent
back to a committee. Two lastminute vote changes blocked this
maneuver.
Sen. Delbert Murphy, DOwensboro, who spoke at length
against the measure — now embodied in a 41-page committee
substitute — said sarcastically
that "democracy in action" — in
the form of the changed votes —
had won the day.
Sen. Ed O'Daniel, D Springfield, the sponsor, said
charges made against the bill by
Davis and other foes are not borne
out by facts.
O'Daniel said the governor
would not, as alleged, obtain unprecedented power over investments and that there is no
dilution of the state treasurer's
power.
He said the proposed new investment commission for handling state money would be less
dominated by a governor than the
current version.
But Sen. Gus Sheehan, DCovington, said, "This is a ripper
bill...and won't save ;43 million.
...Next time it may be the
legislature which is ripped of
power."

Hotel fire claims 10 lives;
at least five reported injured
HOUSTON (AP) — A fire broke fee.
out in a fourth-floor room of a
The fire started at 2:28 a.m. CST
kigh-rise hotel early today, killing and was brought under control
10 people and pouring heavy black about 3:48 a.m.,firefighters said.
smoke into adjacent floors before
Police dispatched two
it was brought under control, helicopters and 50 emergency
authorities said.
vehicles, including nine amThe blaze at the 14-story
bulances, were called to the scene.
Westchase Hilton also injured at
Fire department spokesman
least five people, fire officials Larry Dean said some ladder
said.
trucks were used to get to guests
"I was waked up by the scream- on upper floors.
ing and yelling and general
"Lots of them (guests) were
chaos," said Donna Harris, 32, of coming down the ladders and they
Beaumont, who was staying on the (firefighters) busted out winfourth floor.
dows," said Deputy Fire Chief
"I broke out the window in our -J:T. Thornton. "We got them out
roomwith an ashtray and then I anyway we could."
took a chair and knocked the rest:- "Firemen went up through the
out," shi said.
stairs, or possibly even used the
Fire officials said 178 people elevators on manual control to get
were evacuated from the 300-room
to other people," Dean said, adhotel, which was built in 1980.
ding that as far as he knew, no one
Witnesses said the hotel lobby jumped to escape the fire.
quickly filled with hotel guests
Dean said the dead included
wrapped in bathrobes and towels. seven women, two men and one
Hotel officials began serving cof- child.

Hutson services
scheduled today
Services for Earl Rex Hutson,
39, will be today at 2:30 p.m. at
chapel of Memorial Park Funeral
Home,5668 Poplar St., Memphis.
Graveside rites will be at I p.m.
Sunday at Bethel Cemetery at
Buchanan, Tenn.
Hutson, Memphis, died Thurs-day from an apparent heart attack while on a business trip at
Las Vegas, Nev. He was vice
president of Product Management, Holiday Inns of America,
headquartered at Memphis.
Survivors include his widow,
Carolyn Noah Hutson, a daughter,
Leeanne Hutson, and two sons,
Craig and Adam Hutson, 1853
Miller Farms Road, Memphis.
His parents, Rudy and Mable
Lassiter Hutson, Buchanan,
Tenn., also survive.
Other survivors are three
sisters, Carol Fayette, Dixon,
Tenn., Betty Henson, Paris,
Tenn., and Sherry Miller,
Buchanan, Tenn.; three brothers,
Donald Hutson, Mobile, Ala., and
Jimmy and Bill Hutson,
Buchanan,Tenn.

14-year-olds take
hostages at school
BEAUFORT, N.C.(AP) — Two
14-year-olds who dreamed of being mercenaries hid combat gear
in their lockers and homemade
bombs in a bathroom before using
a 12-gauge shotgun to take a
school principal and a teacher
hostage, the principal says.
The youths, who were disarmed
by another teacher shortly after
the incident began Friday, had
planned to order the principal to
call a fire drill, Police Chief Marvin Knox said. Then, while
everyone was out of the building,
they planned to inform authorities
they had hostages and to make
demands, he said.
"They were serious. They had
this planned for two or three
weeks," Knox said.
- The eighth-graders, who were
not identified because of their age,
were charged with assault with a
deadly weapon by pointing a gun,
manufacturing an incendiary
device and bringing firearms on
school grounds — all felonies.
They were being held at the Cartaret County Juvenile Detention
Center in the coastal town of
Beaufort until authorities decide
whether to try them as adults or
juveniles.

Repeal...

QUIT ADVERTISING!
After all, nobody has any money
quits eating, wearing
anywaymeverybody.
clothes, -buying homes mtcrili Those oihr silly,
unnecessary things.
Why, just look through the paper, no one is
advertising except "The Big Boys."
Doesn't it make you wonder why they would
throw away their money that way?
^
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TEAM MEMBERS — Advancing in a recent speech tournament
were these members of the Calloway High Speech team. From left,
standing, are Gina Brown, Mark Bazzell and Mollie Imes. Seated are
Christi Hale and Sherry Mills.

Speakers place in tourney;
CCHS takes fourth overall
Calloway County High School
Speech Team participated in the
22nd Annual Smokey Mountains
Invitational Forensics Tournmament last weekend.
Sponsored by Carson-Newman
College of Jefferson City, Tenn.,
the tournament is ranked as the
third largest in the nation, according to the tournament director. The Lake Sppech Team placed fourth overall in individual
events with a total of 43 points.
Harrison county, Ky. placed first
with 85 points. Farragut High
School from Tennessee took second with Heritage High School,
also from Tennessee, finished
third.
The Lakers had three people in
the semifinals in individual events

as well as three teams in duet acting.
Those placing for Calloway included: Gina Brown, third in
original oratory; Sherri Mills and
Christi Hale, first, and Molly Imes
and Mark Bazzell, fifth, in duet acting. Others who participated in
the semifinal round of the tournament included: Allen McClard
and Kenneth Futrell, extemporaneous speaking; and Alan
Miller and Bill Murray, duet acting.
The debate team of Craig Kelly
and Evy Jarrett posted a record of
three wins, three losses in the
competition.
The CCHS team is now preparing for competition in the regional
tournament scheduled at Murray
State.University March 26-27.

(Continued from Page One)
program, but was added on by
Congress and accepted by the
president. Indexing "was
something he (Reagan) wanted at
a later date," the treasury
secretary said.
Many of Reagan's Republican
allies in Congress, fearing the
deficit will top $100 billion in 1983
and grow larger in later years,
have been urging the president to
consider new tax-raising
measures to narrow the red ink.
One proposal growing in
popularity in Congress would
defer the third installment of
Reagan's individual tax cut — a 10
percent reduction scheduled for
July 1983.
Thus far, the president hlinself
has rejected firmly any suggestions that he accept higher taxes
to reduce the deficit. The treasury
secretary's comments, while not
committing the administration to
any change, suggested the president might be flexible on the tax
issue.
In addition -ft- indexing, the
treasury secretary said, the administration would consider
negotiating with Congress on
changes in a 1981 tax provision
that allows unprofitable companies to sell tax credits to profitable companies.
The provision has attracted a
growing following of congressional critics who complain the
law amounts to government
welfare for financially healthy
corporations.

The Murray Ledger & Times
(usas 306-700)
The Murray Ledger 8. Times Le published
every afternoon ezcept Sundays, July 4,
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
Inc , 106 N 4th, Murray, Ky. 41071 Second
Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
served
by carriers, $3.50 per month, payable in advance By mail in Calloway County and to
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.; and Paris, Buchanan and
Puryear, Tn., 124 50 per year By mail to
other destinations 139.50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper
phone 753-1916
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News business helps'
intelligence services

3

Who's that? James Bond sleuthing about with a
"PRESS" card stuck in his homburg? By George,
the Central Intelligence Agency isn't the only superspy group that has used the press to further its
clandestine activities.
Recently it was revealed that the British Secret
Intelligence Service ( otherwise known as M-16)
controlled for many years a worldwide network of
news agencies. One of its affiliates was the Arab
New Agency, which served for 15 years as the agent
fur Reuters in the Middle East and as a front agency and propaganda machine for M-16.
British Intelligence got out of the news business in
1966, according to Gerald Long of the International
Press Institute.
The CIA has been caught in similar indiscretions
and has come to the same conclusion as British Intelligence — to cease using journalists as cover for
intelligence or disinformation activities.
American secret agents and undercover police,
for that matter, often have passed themselves off as
journalists, the better to accomplish surveillance of
persons and organizations in a clandestine manner.
Such actions are a direct challenge to press
credibility and must not be tolerated in a selfgoverning society which depends upon a free press
as the chief source of reliable information to guide
its citizens in governing themselves.
The collection and interpretation of foreign and
domestic intelligence information is an essential
function of government. But it need not be done to
the detriment of news agencies operating on a
parallel course, gathering information at home and
abroad for the general public.

southern seen

by lorry mcgehee

'To ourselves and our posterity'
what's been done, we are equally
fearful we may be slipping back.
Banana skins of shortsightedness
and ice patches of the economy are
surrounding us, and we are slipping
backward on our school expenses,
nutrition and public health, aid for
dependent children and daycare, and
our other child-centered programs.
The short-range effects alone are
hard enough to take; but, when one
considers the long-range costs that
tomorrow's generation will have to
bear for our inactions today, the
situation is intolerable, a betrayal of
our own parents' trust and of our own
best ideals.
Some figures from the Task Force
on the Future of Children in the
South, in its 1981 Southern Growth
Policies Board study, show what's
left for us to do:
— Southern children are increasing in number, because of high birthrates and high migration into the
region. While population elsewhere
decreased from 1970 through 1978,
southern children under age 5 in-

People elsewhere surely must love
their children as much as
southerners do, but it hardly seems
likely or possible.
The incredible changes in the South
in the past half century are primarily
due to our love of our children. Improvements in health, literacy,
education, work, play, and the
economy — all these came because
we loved our offspring, and because
our parents loved us.
Oldtimers can tell us graphically
what things were like before the
changes. They can also tell us how
they refused to accept "what was" as
"what ought to be" and worked hard
to make "what now is." More importantly, they know exactly why
they did it — for their children.
Religious as they are, they didn't
defer all hope until after this life.
They fought for "a foretaste of glory
divine "here, now — for their
children.
The old folks at home also tell us
we aren't yet quite where they
wanted us to be. Justly proud of
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creased, and they make up 7.7 percent of the South's population.
Thirty-two percent of all American
children under age 18 live • in the
South. The South has 20.8 million
children today, where it had only 12
million people of all ages at the time
of the Civil War.
— Three million southern children
live with only one of their parents,
and 1.5 million others live with
relatives who are not their parents.
— There are almost 4 million poor
children in the South, only half of
them receiving AFDC grants; and
the average AFDC grant in the South
is only half what it is elsewhere in the
nation.
— Infant mortality rates in the
South are the highest in the nation, at
17.7 deaths for every thousand births.
Teenage motherhood is increasing
annually in the South, while declining
elsewhere. There are 1.1 million handicapped children in the South.
— Half of the southern mothers
work outside the home.
— 42 percent of the South's parents

didn't complete high school. For
every 100 high school graduates,
there are 38.5 student dropouts, twice
the national average. Expenditures
on education of a southern child are
three-fourths those outside the
region.
The statistics are just cold enough
to make this picture bearable. It's
when you come face to face with live
— or dead — children that the hurt
comes. When a child gets shortchanged by an accident of birth or by
the neglect of its society, our agenda
is being written for us.
Creation is an ongoing process.
Creation of a child doesn't end with
its conception. That's only the fun
part. The real ongoing work of creation is in getting child born alive and
unmaimed and in seeing it nurtured
through twenty more years.
When the South rediscovered its
children is when it truly "rose
again." It will forfeit its redemption
if it forgets them now. "Our
Children!" There's a rebel yell worth
creaming!

letters
Loyal citizens should be elected
November we want to elect men who
Dear Editor,
will be concerned about their
The tense world situation calls for
homeland, its people, and its fighting
new U.S. Senators and Represenmen.
tatives who will dedicate themselves
The National Party,
first and foremost to the protection
PO Box 37
and preservation of the United
Steelville, Mo.65565
States, and see that U.S. servicemen
Betty Joachim. Chairman
not be sent to fight for a dubious
cause the Administration calls
"peace with freedom" for other nations.
The U.S. Defense program is not
planned for the defense of the United
Ledger and Times:
States. The Defense Department proHope your new press brings lots of
jects a world-wide war for which
luck and business. We certainly adAmericans will be expected to promire the way you've carried on after
vide fighting men and to yield large
the fire.
portions of America in calculated - - Your editorials really tell it like it
nuclear devastation..
Is.
Sincerely,
Most of the present Congress acRuth Ryan
cepts this "foreign policy." In

Interest rates-cause
some sharp criticism
It's open season on the Federal Reserve Board
and its chairman, Paul A. Volcker. If interest rates
are not coming down as they are supposed to during
a recession, it must be the fault of the Federal
Reserve, which controls the money supply. Or so
goes the refrain in Washington during this winter of
our discontent.
Treasury Secretary Donald Regan thinks the Fed
has been clumsy in failing to keep its monetary
policies geared to what is happening in the
economy. Rep. Jack Kemp of New York,fearful for
the future of supply-side economics, thinks Mr.
Volcker should resign.
But the prize for the most illogical attack goes to
Sen. Alan Cranston, the California Democrat. He
says Mr. Volcker's stewardship makes the case for
stripping the Federal Reserve Board of its independent status and placing it in the executive branch
directly responsible to the President.
That seven board members serving 14-year terms
should have no political accountability is not consistent with representative democracy, says Mr.
Cranston. The Fed should be answerable to the people just like the president and Congress.
Mr. Cranston speaks as a member of a Congress
which has run up a trillion-dollar national debt and
saddled the government with politically popular entitlement programs that have placed the federal
budget beyond the control of the most tight-fisted
president we have had in a generation. If the Fed's
control of the money supply is a problem, subjecting it to the same kind of political pressures that
have turned election-year sessions of Congress into
spending sprees is a prescription for disaster.
The independence of the Fed is its strength, and
perhaps the salvation of the inflation-battered
American dollar. Mr. Volcker and his board concluded correctly in 1979 that only careful control of
the growth of the money supply could curb the
ruinous inflation of the previous decade. The Fed
has been on a tightrope ever since, with recession
the cost of too much restraint on credit, and more
.inflation the cost of too little.
. President Reagan emphasized at his recent news
'conference that he has no quarrel with the antiinflation strategy of the Federal Reserve, even if
-his own Treasury Department has been critical of
-Mr. Volcker's tactics. Secretary Regan has suggested that the Fed is not mindful enough of the ef.fect of high interest rates on the over-all economy,
particlarly the housing and auto industries. The
Fed's defenders point out that tactical precision in
monitoring and controlling the money supply is not
easy in a complex economy, and that Federal
Reserve policies are not the only factor determining the level of interest rates.
The best argument in Mr. Volcker's favor is that
the inflation rate has dropped below 10 percent for
the first time since 1978. We leave it to his critics to
explain whether this would have occurred without
the Fed's pursuit of monetary restraint, and more
important, whether a switch to a policy of "easy
money" for the sake of speeding up recovery would
be worth the risk of a return to double-digit inflation.
As Mr. Cranston knows, the politically proven
remedy for a recession in an election year is to
'pump money into the economy with federal pro• rams, and never mind when the bills come due.
•But that's what got us onto the treadmill of inflation. We would stand little chance of getting off if
the Federal Reserve began worrying about its
popularity polls instead of the health of the
monetary system.
tho
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Good luck

thoughts in season
This is just the way it works. If
you read St. John of the Cross'
"Dark Night of the Soul" you
know how it is. You've really
been working on yourself and
you're very pure and
something very high happens
to you. You feel liberated.
Just at that point, Ram Dass continues, "your ego walks around and
pats you on the shoulder "Pretty
good: Look how holy you're becomming.' and you fall again."

By Ken Wolf
Major Eastern religions, and
especially Buddhism, emphasize the
importance of curbing our desires,
especially our desires for material
things.
Yet, all who have followed this path
of denial and tried to curb their ego
confess to its difficulty. One Western
convert to Eastern wisdom, Baba
Ram Dass (Dr. Richard Alpert),
describes "getting free of desire" as
a journey on a roller coaster:
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by john cuniff

business mirror
revenues than does Alice
NEW—YORX (AP) — itthrel—more
Rivlin,
director of the budget office.
estimate of the 1983 budget deficit is
On the spending side, he feels he can
correct? The Reagan administraoperate more efficiently than Mrs.
tion's $91.5 billion, or the CongresRivlin and staff assumes he can.
sional Budget Office's figure of $121
To say that the administration's
billion? Who is right: Reagan or
view of things includes a good deal of
Rivlin?
hope might be close to the truth. It
To suggest that neither is right
for example, that leases of
assumes,
verification
but
be
correct,
might
federal lands will be at maximum
awaits the passage of time. Meanrates, recession or not.
while, the disparity can be accounted
for by an old a peristent theme: DifThe budget office, however, is no
ferences in expectations.
less guilty, assuming as it does that
Those differences, many so subjecthe country will enjoy bumper crops,
tive they cannot be measured,
,thus adding to the cost of price supdemostrated or proven by any scien...ports, an assumption that no farmer
tific technique, pervade today's
would take for granted.
economic analyses, and in fact the
Equally subjective expectations
direction of the economy itself.
and assumptions are found
In the budget dispute, the president
throughout the economic world, even
assumes that the economy will imamong those econometric model
prove more sharply and provide
builders who reduce economic activi-

asse_portAd to shareholders because
of accounting procedures. Still, they
are sometimes interchanged.
Inevitably, and especially when a
forecaster has a choice between using one or the other of two differing
measures of the same economic activity, his own subjective expectations are likely to intrude.
Consider what expectations are
currently doing to the economy.
Although they have now become
more realistic, administration officials had hoped that the private sector would more quickly pick up
economic slack left by the alleged
reduction in federal activity. Since
expectations were overly optimistic,
projections became skewed.
The private sector in recent months has held to its own expectations,
which obviously have been different
from those of the Reagan people. And
for once these expectations can be
measured with some objectivity.

ty to piles of numbers and then seek
to make the numbers interact in what
they think is a manner similar to the
economy.
The result of ,their activity is,. of
course, more numbers, some &awnout to hundredths of a unit of
whatever it is they are measuring or
projecting, giving the impression of
great accuracy and objectivity.
Some of this activity is nonsense.
Some of the numbers that go into the
recipe are guesses. Many are rounded estimates. And some of the
hardest looking numbers used are,
for practical purposes, inaccurate.
National income as provided by the
Commerce Department, for example, measures only domestic activity,
though the U.S. economy operates
extensively overseas. Corporate profits as reported to the Internal
Revenue Service diffei from profits

looking back over the years
Ten years ago
Susan Johnson, Dennis Lane, Gail
Russell, Bruce Scott, Jan Clark,
Steve Beatty, Leah Fulton, Porter
McCuiston, Cindy Colson, Allan
Spencer, Cindy Parker, Randy
Grogan, Betty Jo Ward and John
McKee were named as superlatives
of senior class of Murray High
School.
Boy Scout Troop 77 had planted
1,000 white pine trees the past
weekend in Land Between the Lakes.
Pine tree seedlings were secured
through Kentucky State Forestry for
Scout project.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court had
purchased two trucks at a cost of
$3,650 each for county use at a
meeting at courthouse.
Pvt. Shellie M. Crass and Pvt.
James D. Cochran had been assigned
to Company C, 398th Regiment at

Fort Chaffee, Ark., for basic training.
Thirty years ago
Third Tractor Maintenance School
was conducted March 1 at Downs
Tractor Co. Instructors were James
Wynn, Allen McCoy, Charlie Gibbs,
Hansford Doron, Walter Conner,
Marvin Hill and Carl Lockhart.
Murray High School beat Benton
and Brewers beat Kirksey in quarterfinals of Fourth District High School
Basketball Tournament. High team
scorers were Don Fuqua for Murray,
Combs for Benton, Woods for
Brewers and Cunningham for
K irksey.
Forty years ago
Allotment of passenger and truck
tires for March given to Rationing
Board of Calloway County by federal
government was so small that it was
not possible to issue certificates for

AFPtarr

any except those on preferred list,
according to Elmus Beale, board '5chairman.
Three bonding firms were to make
a survey of Kentucky-Tennessee
Power and Light Company property
in Murray as preliminary step in
starting negotiations for purchase by
city of Murray of this property,
Mayor George Hart said.
Fifty years ago
Bridge over Tennessee River at
Eggner's Ferry, fourth of series over
Tennessee and Cumberland rivers on
U. S. routes 60 and 68, had been
finished. It was expected to be open
for traffic around March 25.
Mary Williams, secretary of
Calloway County Chapter of
American Red Cross, said calls requesting financial aid continue to be
taken at the office from families in city and county.
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date&ook
Barrett presents lesson

Boys choir will give concert

Malmo? Ledger & Times

Woman regrefs writing note

Dean)
L Wit

Are we justified in beDEAR ABBY: Here thing I really love him,
Paducah Boys Choir will present a "Pops" conWanda Barrett presented a lesson about "Child
are the facts. I'm prac- Abby. What would you ing...
cert in Jetton Auditorium, Paducah, Tuesday at 8
and Elderly Abuse" at meeting of Countryside
tically engaged to a guy have done under the cir- ALARMED IN
p.m. Selections from Broadway musical, "Oliver,"
Homemakers Club Feb. 17 at home of Patricia
ALABAMA?
who says he loves me. cumstances? And how
Ward. A potluck luncheon was served.
compositions by George Gershwin and a Medley
DEAR ALARMED: If
Tony is 23 and I'm 22. We can I get Tony back?
Also present were Robbie Hale, Linda Ward, Fay
"Beach Boys" songs will be included on the proDUMB NOTE WRITER conscious or unconscious
had a date for last Saturgram.
Ward, Monica Walston, Annie Fuson and Dinah
NOTE WRITER: sedutive behavior alarms
DEAR
called
he
then
night,
day
Westerman. Next meeting will be March 9 at 10
Paul Meier, director of Market House Theatre,
about 6 p.m. and said he I would not have gone you, I would say you are
By Abigail Von Buren
will stage the "Oliver" segment of program. Season
a.m. at Walston's home.
wasn't feeling very well looking for Tony, nor justified in being alarmtickets will be honored. Also individual tickets will
ask another man to dance
and thought he'd better would I have left him a ed
••*
be sold at door or may be brought from choir
as
those women who ask
to
too
hard
try
Don't
note.
told
I
rest,
and
stay home
members. Adult tickets are $4 and student tickets
DEAR ABBY: I'm a your husband to dance.
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
him I would come to his get him back. You might
are $2 each.
will play Tuesday. The group will meet at 9 a.m. at
place if he didn't feel like succeed. Then what happily married woman, Your husband is generous
Dakota Feed and Grain to go to Kenlake Tennis
going out, but he said he would you have? A guy except for one problem to dance with unescorted
that frustrates me. My widows, but if you were
Center for play.
was going right to bed, so you can't trust.
•••
husband and I love to go left sitting on the
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Deanna
shouldn't come.
I
David Cunningham will be leader for a Bible
DEAR ABBY: Some dancing. Occasionally a sidelines three dances in
Parker, Leisa Faughn, Annette Alexander and
didn't sound "sick"
He
study at Bethel Baptist Mission building Tuesday at
Renee Wynn; Court Two — Cathy Mattis, Ann Uddto me, so about 10 p.m. I good friends of ours have woman will come to our a row, I think he overdid
6 p.m. The building is located on Utterback Road,
berg,Laura Miller and Kathy Kopperud.
got in my car and went to two teenaged daughters table and ask my hus- it.
west of Seven Seas Restaurant. For information
DEAR Al3BY: I have a
his place. His car wasn't and two preteen sons. The band to dance. He goes
persons may call 437-4950.
who just had a
friend
the
sits
on
between
father
and leaves me sitting
out in front, so I drove to
I'm afraid if
a disco he and I usually girls at mealtime, and the the sidelines to do a slow miscarriage.
she might
it,
I
ignore
Volunteer Association being formed jointly by
brapunching,
burn. When a woman
go to, and sure enough I tickling,
care. But
I
don't
think
Bureau for Social Services and West Kentucky
routine
ng
he
strap-snappi
to
dance,
him
asks
nearparked
car
at
his
saw
All Calloway County Schools will be dismissed
call her
were
to
I
if
Allied Services will have an open meeting Monday,
what
and
begins with giggling
never refuses.
by!
1 p.m. Tuesday to allow teachers to have conshe is
March 8, at 2 p.m. at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist
when
a
at
time
just
Dad
with
up
ends
ask
to
usually
right
a
East,
have
I
Do
at
inside,
going
students
of
Instead
ferences with parents. Parents of
Church, North Third and Walnut Streets. Persons
evena
peaceful
spending
floor
other men to dance? I
North or Southwest Elementary, Calloway Middle
I wrote a note and said, and the girls on the
desiring to become a volunteer or to learn more
I
her
husband?
ing
with
screaming.
their
and
call
to
wrestling
exwe
encouraged
mind
when
glad
don't
sure
I'm
High
are
or Calloway
"Hi, Tony!
about program may call 753-1459 or 753-5362.
up
bring
to
want
don't
respective school to schedule an appointment with
you got well so fast. Have The mother smiles and change dances with other
This association is being formed to help meet
teachers.
their
children's
real good time, and says, "Aren't we a close couples, but I hate to be something that she may
a
minor
,
transportation
as
such
community
needs of
between 2 and
scheduled
be
should
Appointments
left sitting on the have succeeded in putting
bother to call me family?"
don't
repair, friendly visiting, help with household tasks
out of her mind temdelays in meeting with teachers.
Mother
avoid
bedtime,
to
p.m.
6
At
to
want
sidelines.
because I don't
and for children, elderly or disabled.
Last Saturday night I porarily. What should I
have anything to do with goes into her act, giving
liars." and I signed it, the boys an eyeful of sat out three dances in a do?
TO CALL OR NOT TO
"Your ex-girlfriend." I Mom in her baby-doll row while my husband
CALL
runs
she
as
jams"
-jam
danced with some
put it under his windEAR TO CALL: If
shield wiper so he and hops into their widows. Is there a soluwant to express your
u
warm."
"get
to
bunks
tion? If so, what? .
couldn't miss it.
ARCADIA, WIS. sympathy, don't call —
I haven't heard from Again there are peals of
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR ARCADIA: You write. A written message
large number of throat him since, and now I am laughter, tickling, teasDEAR DR. LAMB — I in the presence of fractures ing Bed Rest. Others who
wrestling.
and
ing
75
send
can
as much "right" to is less intrusive.
did
dumb
are
a
have
if!
associatthat
issue
infections
this
wondering
want
read your column about bed showed that calcium mobilistamped.
brassy
long,
a
a
ed
with
with
cents
(croupy)
rest and have some ques- zation begins almost at once,
tions. How long is it before a good reason to avoid bed self-addressed envelope for cough. Some degree of respinewsthis
of
ratory obstruction may
calcium starts to be mobil- rest if you want to speed up it to me, in care
paper, P.O. Box1551, Radio cause breathing noises and
ized from the bones, weeks the healing of fractures.
Your daughter undoubted- City Station, New York. NY of course the main consideror months?
ation is maintaining an adeOur daughter at age 16 ly has a loss of calcium dur- 10019
Menus for the Nutrition and meat balls, lima apricot halves, milk, cof- scalloped potatoes, baby
had an aneurysm and was ing bed rest. But being up
DEAR DR. LAMB — I quate airway for breathing.
peas in butter sauce, hot
Program for the Elderly beans, carrots in butter fee or tea.
paralyzed before surgery now and moving around have two girls ages 5 and 7
butter, chocolate'
fried
—
roll,
Wednesday
butter,
for
roll,
garlic
Wheels
on
Meals
to
enough
sauce,
may
be
of
75
the
and
In
some
percent
about
aneuAfter rupture of the
They have gotten croup
peaches,
in
cookies,
hominy
chip
The
the-problem.
serious
of
a
chicken,
a
rysm she was paralyzed on avoid
since they were babies. The cases viral infection
week of March 8-12 have orange, milk, coffee Or
her left side because of calcium in young people is only solution I have gotten respiratory tract, larynx and been released by Tripp tea.
cheese sauce, broccoli milk, coffee or tea.
spasms. Six weeks later she quickly regained. Exercise so far is the croup tent with trachea is the cause of the Thurman, director of
Friday — sloppy joe,
Tuesday — roast beef spears, hot roll, butter,
could move her left side does seem to strengthen steam heat but there has to croup. Nevertheless, I would
browns, mixed
prunes,
hash
cake,
chocolate
gravy,
County
mushroom
way
and
again but was not allowed to bones, but posture (being be something quicker. What prefer that any child with Murray-Callo
greens, hot roll, butter,
be up because of the danger upright) seems to be the causes the croup? I have such a disorder be examined Senior Citizens Program. mashed potatoes, green milk, coffee or tea.
Thursday — chicken bananas, milk, coffee or
involved. After surgery she most important factor.
tried Vicks on the bottom of by a physician who will
Meals are served Mon- beans with mushroom
Incidentally, that is a good their feet and a lump of supervise the treatment.
lost the use of her right side.
steak in gravy, tea.
fried
butter,
roll,
at
hot
Friday
soup,
through
day
but started to have physical reason why older people or brown sugar. You name it. Steam heat is the big thing.
therapy as soon as possible. those who already nave--Tve tried it and nothing Antibiotics will not cure the--Hazel and Douglas
__even though bedridden. It osteoporosis (dissolving_—helps. When my children get majority of cases that are --Centers and each Tueswas over a month before she bones) should avoid bed rest. ,•-=•tbe croup every other week caused by a virus. Cbilarea: day and Thursday at Ellis
was able to walk, with the It is better for their bones if --during the winter I just with frequent colds= • Center. Meals also are
they are at least sitting up.
timeshave a low
help of a brace and walker.
panic.
I am sending you The
globulin (blood protein) sent out each day.
It is now a year and a half
Menus are as follows:
DEAR READER — The which decreases their immusince her surgery and due to Health Letter number 6-6,
fatigue she is not as active Effects of Inactivity. Includ- term croup is used for a !My.
Monday — spaghetti
as she would like to be. What
Frasces Drake
might be expected regarding
her bone involvement?
FOR SUNDAY,MARCH'?, 1182
DEAR READER — Your
Monday,March _
Saturday,March 8
daughter has enough probtomorwill
day
What kind of
vincing, but may resent a lov- tant career strides now, there
Murray -Calloway County Need Line Board of First Presbyterian
Groups of Christian
lems already that are probably more important than the County Chapter of Ladies of Directors will meet at Church Women will meet Women's Fellowship of row be? To find out what the ed one's teasing ways. You're could be some slight disagreesay, read the forecast serious now and have no use ment with another about
amount of bone calcium she Full Gospel Fellowship 12 noon at Pagliai's.
at 7:15 a.m. at church.
First Christian Church stars
may have lost, but it is an
money.Play it cool!
your birth Sign.
for
given
for superficiality.
at
Big
a.m.
9
will meet as follows: I at
Women of Russell's
important part of her total will meet at
AQUARIUS
"Ob•
VIRGO
Persons Between Jobs 10 a.m. at home of Sharon
care. In bed rest studies to Joe's Restaurant.
Chapel United Methodist
ARUM
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) WPk"It (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
First
at
10
a.m.
at
effects
possible
be
the
will
evaluate
Wells with program by (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) ert
Temple Hill Lodge No. Church will meet at 1:30
1
4
: Don't unveil a new Don't squelch a partner's
of weightlessness for space 276 Free and Accepted p.m. at home of Alice Presbyterian Church.
Wells; III at 7:30 Overall, you'll have a good moneymaking project enthusiasm by being too picky
Frances
that
flights, we found out
p.m. at home of Glenda time socially, but watch out prematurely. Do additional about minor details. Intellecyoung healthy men will start Masons will meet at 7 Gould.
Hattie Lee Galloway Roos with program by for a petty misunderstanding. behind-the-scenes
work. tual pursuits bring much
to mobilize calcium within p.m. at lodge hall. A
Kentucky-Barkley WMU Group of Westside
Happy times will stabilize Evenings find you easily pro- pleasure now.
the first week. Other studies fellowship supper will be
McKeel.
Ann
Bass 'n Gals will meet at Baptist Women will meet
.
PISCES
romance.
voked.
at 6 p.m.
7 p.m. at Western Sizzlin
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) )(C'
Bargain Matinees
LIBRA
TAURUS
of
at 7 p.m. at home
s Clubs
Homemaker
-Mrs
You're in a working mood
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) —
Pancake breakfast, Steakhouse.
Sarah Bailey with Mary will meet as follows: Col- (Apr. 20 to May 20)
Sat. and Sun.
This is a good time to take
Take the initiative in plan- and will accomplish a lot. In
Coldwater United Belle Jones as program
sponsored by Murray
dwater with Cotiel work home with you from the ning get-togethers with your readiness to get things
Assembly No. 19 Order of Methodist Church leader.
2-00•Cheri
Bazzell, New Providence office, for you'll accomplish a friends. Be sure to remember out of the way, don't overlook
Rainbow for Girls, will be Women will meet at 7
with Beth Falwell at 1 lot. Steer clear of one who social obligations. Avoid essential details.
and Cine
church.
from 6 to 11 a.m. at lodge p.m. at
Sigma Department of p.m. and Countryside tends to nag.
minor disputes.
YOU BORN TODAY are
All Seats Si .50
hall.
Recovery, Inc., will Murray Woman's Club with Monica Walston at GEMINI
SCORPIO
more academically inclined
(May 21 to June 20)
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Meer' than the typical member of
Murray Chapter of Full meet at 7:30 p.m. at will meet at 7:30 p.m. at 10 a.m.
North club house.
Have a good time with a lovDo further work at your own your sign. You have an
Gospel Business Men's Health Center,
-Fellowship will have _a Seventh and Olive
Murray Star Chapter ed one and don't second-guess pace regarding a career mat- analytical nature, and a gento talk ter. Play your cards close to uine concern for the welfare of
Tuesday,March 9
prayerS breakfast ai—StreeO.--No. 433 Order of Eastern yourself. You're able
into
at pre- your chest. A relative could be others. These qualities would
anything
yourself
CirHayes
—
Aelte
Mattie
Baptist Young Women Star will meet at 7:30
Triangle Inn at 8 a.m.
sent.
critical.
make you a good psychologist,
United of Westside Baptist p.m. at lodge hall.
First
of
cle
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Tennis group will play

Bible study scheduled

Volunteers plan meeting

Conferences to be Tuesday

HEALTH

Effects of inactivity

Nutrition program menus released

.•••••••

Your Individual
Horoscope

Conling community events scheduled

AGTIME

Dan Bradford And The
Paducah Repertory Theatre
Present

a

James Kirkwood's
P.S. Your Cat is Dead
March 18, 19 and 20th
at the Irvin Cobb Hotel
Ballroom, Open At 1:00 P.M.

no4P

For Reservations Call
Corbin Young 442-5447
By Reservation Only
Dinner and Show $16.00
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New program concerns several
Among the dozens d anger, then guilt as the
projects sponsored by the first traumas. A minister
local public library, there did help. He told her she
was a new one started needed a friend who had
Friday when the library had her same grief — one
volunteers met. This new who could know exactly
interest concerns people how she felt. She came to
who live alone, and was realize that guilt was a
the subject of Mrs. Willis common feeling to all
Brandon who was widow- who have lost loved ones.
ed when she was 39 years She then realized that she
old.
must channel her life for
Mrs. Brannon, the future.
She referred to a
Paducah, a graduate of
Murray State and a Widow's Pilot Program
graduate student there, is in Lubbock, Texas as a
one
a volunteer in the model group where
and
friends
new
makes
"Widow -to-Widow Netinrork" program that is shares in common
terests.
sponsored by the
From the audience of
American Association of
approximately 50 Friday
University Women.
noon, the following exShe encouraged the auperiences were related:
dience to promote this
you bury your
"When
organization to share exyou bury many
,
husband
periences and friendfriends." "My
your
of
ships. She spoke inbest friends
s
husband'
formally about her feelinside my
been
not
have
ings following the death
death. Are
his
since
home
of her husband 10 years
they afraid of me?""My
ago, listing traumas that
group has never
couples'
she thinks are common to
to meet with
me
invited
all widows — shock, guilt,
dinners."
their
at
them
finances, friends,
want symdon't
"We
loneliness and others.
pathy. We want empathy.
Quoting 1975 statistics, There is a difference —
she said 53 per cent of empathy is sharing your
women over 65 years of feelings."
age are widows, and 52
To those who are not
live
them
of
she urged them
widows,
cent
per
alone. She stated that to talk with their
wives outlive their hus- husbands about what
would happen should one
band 15 years.
Mrs. Brannon, mother of them die, and
of three children, men- remember what was
ioned shock, followed by planned. It will help when

Peanuts ,

WHY AREN T YOU GUYS
WORKING IN MY GARDEN?

death gives you t e
responsibility alone, she
stated.
What is the best cure
for loneliness? "Get involved in a volunteer job.
Meet new people. Make
new friends," she advised.
Volunteers give one
day a week working in the
library under the direction of Gerry Reed,
supervisor, and meet
monthly on third Friday.
Old Photos on Display
A display of 28 old
photographs, reproduced
by Mr. and Mrs. Dick
Patterson of the TVA,
was on display. Jean
Murdock, chairman of
the project, urges others
to lend such photos for
reproduction and display.
Others on this committee
are Elsie Parker and
Susie Adams. Lynn
Crysler is cataloging and
cross-referencing the
photos for use in
genealogical searches.
The group ate sack lunches before the program.
Genella Nesbitt provided
coffee and cookies.

NEWPORT, R.I. (AP)
— A psychiatrist who
testified as the last
defense witness in Claus
von Bulow's attempted
murder trial says von
Bulow's now-comatose
wife often wished she
were dead.
The psychiatrist appeared on the stand Friday after a surprise
witness testified that
Martha "Sunny" von
Bulow told him her first
coma was the result of a
suicide attempt.
Von Bulow, 55, never
took the stand in his trial
on charges of twice trying
to murder his hoirPSS
wife with insulin injec-

Meeting slated
An organizational
meeting for reenactment
of the 3rd Kentucky Infantry Unit will be a 7
p.m. Monday in the
Paducah Chamber of
Commerce Building, 417
Washington St.
The real Confederate
regiment was formed in
1861 and had several
soldiers from Calloway
County. The unit fought in
several battles including
Shiloh.
For more information,
call John L. Weaver at
898-6200.

THIS 15 SATURDAY...ON
SATURDAYS HIRE,HANDS
60 INTO TOWN, PRINK
ROOT BEER ANP CAROUSE!

G CORN, JR.
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lions during Christmas "Education is the appren- s+ ere not 2-2" In that case,
visits to their mansion ticeship of life -- Robert would it be better to crash
here in 1979 and 1980.
the ace and king of spades
E. Willmott
that declarer could take
so
The prosecution
Declarer has two shots at the club finesse'
charges that the injecunusual
today's
making
tions caused Mrs. von game. One course is better The answer lies in some
arithmetic A 2-2 diamond
coma
a
Bulow to fall into
than the other but it's hard
slightly over
each time. She recovered to choose without working break occurs
time and a
the
of
percent
40
is
but
from the first coma
out the probabilities.
straight 50a
is
finesse
club
still in the second and is South thought of passing 50 chance. The finesse wins
not expected to recover. North's non-forcing jump more often so the best
he
In four days of defense (an underbid). However,hopcourse is to crash the spade
hearts,
the
on
gambled
testimony, witnesses
honors to assure an entry
find enough to for
the club finesse_
have portrayed Mrs. von ing he would
the game.
What gwd are nine top
Bulow as a troubled land
The defenders took the
3-6-A
NeWil
woman who tried to take first four hearts and East
•K
her own life or fell victim made the best exit of a
•K 5 4
to her inability to control spade. What card should
•A 7 5
the level of sugar in her South play?
EAST
blood.
He had pine easy tricks if WEST
•8 6 5 4 2
•Q 9 3
Von Bulow's lawyers the diamonds were 2-2. Two •
•A 10 6
QJ9
portrayed him as a top diamonds would drop •10 9 7
•5
own
his
and
nine
•9 8 3
•K 6 4 2
devoted husband and the 10 and
prowould
father, frustrated by his diamond eightHe could then
SOUTH
entry.
•A J 107
wife's demand that he vide an
diasix
spades,
top
two
take
•7 3 2
forsake a career as a monds and the club ace for
•8 4 2
financial consultant and nine tricks.
•Q J 10
stay at home.
But what if diamonds

Beetle Bailey
LET'S GO! TI-IESE
PEOPLE ARE A
SUNCWA JERKS!

AW,S4410'5

Vulnerable Both
North The bidding
North
1*
3•

Smith
14
3 NT

East
Pass
Pass

West
Pass
All
µass

tricks if there is no entry to
cash them all'
Bid witi Cora
3-6-B

South holds

•Q 9 3
•Q J 9
•10 9 7
•K 6 4 2
North
10
2 NT

•••

Sank
1 NT

ANSWER: Three no trump.
North's bid is invitational
and South has maximum
values for his initial
response
Send bndie questions to The ems.
P0 Box 12363 Dallas. Texas 75125.
with sell-addressed. stamped envelope
for reply
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Open Daily 9-9
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DOORBUSTER
WE'RE \
GONNA
CAROUSE?

THE ACES

Psychiatrist takes stand

observations

DOORBUSTER

DOORBUSTER

K made ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

GOOD! I DON'T KNOW
WHAT THAT IS, NT
IT SOUNDS GREAT!
(CCOXT
exggpAr_

Our firm intention is to have every advertised tern in stock on our shelves II an
advertised item is not available for pur
chase due to any unforeseen reason
K mart wet issue a Rain Check on request
tor the merchandise (one dem or reasonable tamely quantity) to be purchased at the
sale price whenever available or win sett
you a comparable quakty item at a comparable reduction in price

LINED

CUSHION

CREW SOCKS

YIPPEE—LOOK
WHAT I
FOUND--

2

6 Pair

paCK

FITS 10-13

•

IN
.•••••••••.‘ Egle,

Sale Price

Our Reg.5.97

GANGWAY, PARDNER--YIPPEEE

Pkg.
WITH
COUPON

J6-pr.
Pkg,

_
Luv's Disposable Diapers
Convenient, ecomomical to use
24 small, 18 medium or 12 large
Coupon Good Only March 7 9 1982

6-pr.Pkg. Men's Crew Socks
Cushion-lined socks of cotton/
stretch nylon. Fit 10-13. Save.

Blondie

you

PROM/SED TO CLAIN
THE FRONT—NALL
CLOSET

r

Your
Choice
Vlasici Fresh Pack Pickles
Icicle spears or butter chips
Our 2.57, Non-dairy Coffee Creamer,1.99
'Net wt

1 ...._
)
t....
lsr
PiomseTOCLEAN IT

TOMORROW

PER

':iv

Men's
Sizes

DOZEN

UDish Cloths is
embionamow

FORTREL
POLYESTER

Polyester/Cotton
Or Cotton/Pelyedor

.140rpostO.1•100114R0511,,,,

Our

3.66 _

Misses'Fashion Tops
T-shirts and other styles.

JU5T A THEDORY,FzEx • SOMEONE TRIED TO KILL W:XJ AS
A BABY..5044EONE TR:E12 TED
'SAVE 101:X1.

'Forfrer is o Reg TM of Fiber industries.I
subsidiary or Celanese Corp

WHOEVER THEY VVERE,
niev DIDN'T WANT ME.
NOW,I DON'T WANT.......,4
TNEAA .
' ....7,

Ckir Reg. 11.97

our

9.97

997Peg..,

2.87

Jeans With Fortrer
Cotton/Fortrel polyester

Bundle Of 12 Dishcloths
Cotton/polyester 13x15"

-

PHOTOFINISHING

3-6

Phantom

I

Men's Casio'l L.C.D. Watch
Quartz movement.5 functions

AUTO SPECIAL

Sporting
Goods
Dept

I

"TWO EACH"

Sold in 4-,6-,8-Pocks Only
limit 16 Per Customer

FocallKodacolor Ire
DEVELOP and PRINT

SPECIAL!

Auto
Dept

First Set of Prints
At Regular Price
(including film
clov•ioptng)

Resistor Plug,
Ea. 99*

2 3

Second Set

THI5 15 MY HOME.
10L1 ARE MY GAMILY.

Only

4

Each

'C-41 PROCESS FRI.& ONLY
DOES NOT APPLY TO REPRINTS

For

Electro* Flash 555
With built-in flash
Uses 110 cartridges
Batumi's and Mrn not included

11.97

Our
2.47
16.4-oz.• Propane
For lanterns, heaters, torches, stoves

79

0Ea.
Sale Price

Brand Name Plugs
Sizes for many U.S.
and foreign cars.

'Net wl

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky
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Rt. 7 Sedalia Rd. Mayfield, Ky.
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Co-champion Racers upset by Middle
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
BOWLING GREEN Euthanasia may not be
an accepted practice
among the members of
Murray State's Racer
basketball team, but Friday night Ron Greene's
cardiac kids all but pulled
the plug on themselves.
A courageous comeback that thrust the
game with Middle Tennessee into overtime
couldn't unravel the first
half damage and the
Racers lost, 56-54.
The upset eliminated
Murray (20-7) from the
Ohio Valley Conference
tournament and advanced Middle Tennessee,
also 20-7, into the championship game against
Western Kentucky.
Western, hosting the
OVC post-season playoff,
moved into the final
round by clobbering
Morehead State in Friday's nightcap,95-87.
Reserve guard Danny
Mayfield hit the heartstopping shot from five
feet out that sank the
Racers' hopes for an
NCAA tournament bid.
Mayfield's jumper
cleared Murray center
Ricky Hood's outstretched fingertips and the ensuing desperation inbounds pass to the MSU
Junior soared out of
bounds to end the game. •
"I felt good when we
went into overtime,"
Racer coach Ron Greene
admitted afterwards,
"but they found a way to
win and we didn't."
"It was a mistake taking us into overtime,"
countered Blue Raider
coach Stan Simpson.
"When we went into overtime our players knew
they couldn't lose. We've
played five overtime
games this year and won
them all."
But the Racers, labeled
a "cardiac arrest unit"
because of their uncanny

ability to pull out wins in
"It's hard to tell,"
13 of 14 games decided by Greene said. "I know it
five points or less this was hurting him and he
year, were no strangers was favoring it a little."
Without making exto extended -period
cuses, Greene admitted
games.
In 1980 the Murrayans he didn't know what was
clipped Morehead State wrong with his team's
in the first-round game of shooting in the first half
the OVC tourney, 77-74, in to drop his squad so far
overtime. Last year's behind.
Hood and Green, both
tournament first round
saw the Racers beat Mid- selected to the All-OVC
dle Tennessee in an extra squad earlier, finished
period, 62-60. But this the night with 16 points
each, but hit only two of
year was different.
An out-of-order sign ten shots between them in
hung from the Murray the first half.
Meanwhile OVC Player
basket in the first half
and the Racers hit a of the Year Jerry Beck
lethargic 26 percent (6- will chalking up 19 game23) from the field. Trail- high points for Middle
ing by as much as 13 at Tennessee.
Despite his dominant
one point the Murrayans
scoring and game leading
fought back.
Greene called his 11 rebounds, Beck wasn't
team's rally "a really even in the lineup during
courageous effort" as the overtime and neither
they fought back to tie the was starting guard Rick
game at 50-all with a Glen Campbell, the only other
Green 12-footer with two double figure scorer of
seconds left. the night with 10.
Unbelievably, the Racers
Both Raiders fouled out
clawed back into conten- along with Racer starters
tion despite shooting 36.7 Brian Stewart, Kenney
percent in the second half Hammonds and sixth
(11-30) compared to Mid- man Tony Slaughter.
dle's 70.6 percent acA total of 42 personal
curacy (12-17) during the
fouls were called during
same period.
streaks to his celebrating teammates. The loss eliminated Murray
TIME OUT - Racer coach Ron Greene watches the final
"Our defense took Mur- the game - 23 against
the Ohio Valley Conference tournament and boosted Middle
from
Mid56-54,
to
MTSU
loss,
overtime
against
19
Murray,
State's
Murray
in
seconds tick away
ray out of their offense in
into tonight's championship game against Western
Tennessee
wanders
the first half and in the se- - along with one dle Tennessee Friday. A dejected Tom Adams (left)
Kentucky.
Staff photo by Jim Rector
Frost
(right)
Mike
elated
an
while
the
of
bench
Part
technical.
Murray
the
back to
cond half they did the
same to us," Simpson ex- reason for the excessive
whistling was the use of
plained.
officials instead of
three
--tireGreene said
season crew
the
regular
squad
his
pressure on
was tremendous because of two.
The added official was
BOWLING GREEN, ed Middle and Western, "Bobby Jones was just Morehead, 17-10, was led jumper by Minnifield.
"it's awful to come into a
Western Kentucky
game with a 20-6 record present to prepare the Ky. (AP) - Middle Ten- which shared the regular- outstanding," said Mar- by Guy Minnifield's 22
in
play
the
for
teams
OVC
Murray,
with
finally
iced the game on
title
season
I've
if
don't
know
"I
tin.
Kenand
Western
nessee
points.
worried about making the
Western Kentucky led McCormick's free throw
(NCAA) tournament. It's NCAA tournament where lucky took different into tonight's champion- __ever seen a player do a
7paths, but reached the ship game. The winner -better job at his position. by as many as 13 points in and a short jumper by
the worst feeling I've had three zebras are used.
Sunday, according to same destination in the receives the conference's We thought we could the first half, and had a White for an 86-75 lead
all year."
Also, the Racer mentor Greene, the Racers -Ohio Valley Conference automatic bid to the draw charges on him with 16-point advantage in the with 2:09 left.
"Believe It or not,
NCAA Tournament.
our press, but he was too second half. But
pointed out, Hood was should know whether an basketball tournament.
According to Morehead quick. He came fast and Morehead State came we're not a running
Middle Tennessee, 20-7,
playing on a tender ankle NIT bid will be extended
ballclub," said Western
back each time.
he sprained only two days to Murray State although overcame Murray State Coach Wayne Martin, with control."
Western also got a
Jones' driving layup Kentucky Coach Clem
he admitted a faint 56-54 in overtime while Western's hopes for that
earlier in practice.
Would he have blocked chance exists for an at- Western Kentucky, 19-8, NCAA spot remain alive boost from center Craig with 12:20 to go gave Haskins. "I'd rather
Mayfield's last shot? large, bid to be handed to raced past Morehead because of point guard McCormick, who led with Western a 68-52 lead, but work the ball. We'll try to
Would he have made a an OVC team from the State 95-87 in a pair of Bobby Jones, who had 17 21 points, while Kenny Morehead sliced the control the tempo"
difference playing 100 NCAA tourney commit- semifinal games Friday points and eight assists in Ellis and reserve Percy margin to 80-72 with 5:01 against Middle TenWhite added 18 each. remaining on a baseline nessee.
night. The victories mov- the Hilltopper victory.
tee.
percent healthy?

Ittestern *axes Morehead, reaches finals
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SCOREBOARD
Purchase any Snapper self-propelled walk or riding mower during Thatcherizer Bonus Days and receive a Thatcherizer for
your mower FREE:Thatch may be choking your lawn.

Friday's Colthgellatheithelithiense
EAST
Brown 53, Dartmouth 51
Penn 68, Cornell 50
Princeton 54, Columbia 53
Yale 84, Harvard 81
PAR WEST
Arizona St.44 Oregon 62
Oregon St. th. Arizona 64
Southern Cal 61, Washington St. 56
UCLA U. Washington 67
TOURNAMENTS
Atlantic Coast Cootereace
First Monad
North Carolina id, Georgili Tech 3,
N.carolina St 46, Mary la ad 22
Virginia 56, Clemson 54
Wake Forest U.Duke 53
Big Emit Creference

Your FREE Thatcherizer removes harmful thatch for easy vacuuming into the grass catcher, Visit your Snapper dealer today and start removing thatch NOW.

V inanova 74, Boston Coll 71
Georgetown 57,St.John's 42
Big Eight Conference
Semifinal;
Missouri 51, Nebraska 53
Oklahoma 64 Kansas St 62
Big Sky Cenference
Semiliaals
Idaho 57, Weber St. 55
Nev -Reno 97, Montana 93, 20T
East Coast Ceinferseire
• SomMiusla
's 113, LI Salle 71
Joseph
St .
Drexel U, American U 62,011

*Grass

RIDER

THATCHERIZER

Metro Conference
rine Rowed
Florida St. 54, Tulane 49
Louisville 78,St.L.ows 44
Virginia Tech 106, Cincinnati $2
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Championship
boa 44, St.Peter's 61, OT
Consolation
Fordham 71, Fairfield 54
laid-American Conference
Semifinals
Ball St. 76, W.Michigan 72
N.Illisois 67, Bowling Green
Ohs Valley Coodereace
Middle Tenn. 56, Murray St 54.01
W.Kentucky 95, Morehead St. 17
Pacific Coast Athletic Asmclatioe
Champisasielp
Fresno St 69, roBerton St. 57
Southeasters Conference
Semithials
Alabama U.TOMMISee 50

Kentucky 62, MississipM 54
SostbernCeaderence
Semifinals
Tn.-Chattanooga 70, E Tennessee St.
65
Davidson 57, Citadel 54
Soothlsad Cesfereace
Semifinals
Texas-Arlington 78, Lamar 73
SW Louisiana 105, McNeese St. 69

Retail Value

$75.511
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SELF-PROPELLED
WALK MOWER

THATCHERIZER
Retail Value

$50.00
The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their
ll. , these carriers are independent business
Youbisee
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate_ When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
difference
recc:
upthesdelf
Please pay
carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their prOi
checks.
e ectiot time can be an inconvenience for you and

THATCHERIZER BONUS DAYS END SOON
OFFER GOOD AT PARTICIPATING DEALERS ONLY
,PRA

RENTAl SALES

CENTER
200 E. Mci,n

We Specialize In Service
After The Sale

So.ca
r by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
your
ying
ffie
.pa
caught without the right. change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times

753-8201
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Kentucky Derby
nominations set
near-record at 388
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(Al') - Two outstanding
colts, D'Accord and
Stalwart, were included
today among the 388
thoroughbreds
nominated for the Kentucky Derby at Churchill
Downs on May 1.

As for D'Accord,
Firestone said he thinks
the colt has a "number of
traits similar to
Secretariat. He has a
great attitude about racing and rarely makes an
error."
Stalwart, owned by
Warner & Oxley and
trained by Wayne Lukas,
won four of his five starts
last year. He scored an
impressive victory last
November in the $715,000
Hollywood Futurity, adding 8365,805 to his
owner's bankroll. That
made Stalwart the second
wealthiest 2-year-old
thoroughbred (behind
Buckpasser) in American
racing history.
Lukas, who won the
Preakness last year with
Codex, said he considers
Stalwart "better than
Codex at this stage. Much
better. No comparison. A
horse like this this only
comes along every 15
years or so. He's a great
athlete."
Mrs. Joe Brown's El
Baba also is expected to
be a Derby threat. He's 7for-7 including a victory
in the $50,000 Southwest
Handicap at Oaklawn.
Calumet Farm
nominated Before Dawn,
the Eclipse Award 2year-old filly who breezed
to victory in the Hibiscus
Stakes Feb. 7 and who
has lost only once in nine
starts.

The list of hopefuls, second only to last year's
record 432 nominations,
also contained such
strong contenders as
leputy Minister, the 1981
Eclipse Award winner,
and Timely Writer, narrowly beaten for that
honor.
This could be the
richest Derby in the
track's history because of
increased nomination
and entry fees.
If only nine horses go,
the purse would be
$417,600 which would topple the record Derby
purse of $413,450 in 1981.
If the maximum 20
thoroughbreds ran, the
purse would go to
$527,600.
D'Accord, owned and
trained by Bertram R.
Firestone, won three of
his four starts last year
by 341
/
2 lengths, including
a 71
/
2 length romp in the
annual Breeder's Futurity at Keeneland in October.
In his only start this
year, D'Accord finished
second to another Derby
nominee, Distinctive Pro,
in an allowance race at
Hialeah on Feb. 24.
Firestone horses-Mire
done well in the Derby,
with two seconds and a
victory En 1980 when Genuine Risk became the
first filly in 65 years to
wear the roses.

Leading the owners in
nominations was John Ed
Anthony's Loblolly Stable
from Arkansas. He Put
AeVonAin the list:
bred Champagnone,
Everett Loop, Ivan Spur,
Fulton, Lost Creek, Moro
and Twiga.

wilt-host
girls titiglOmes
Calloway County Middle School will host two
basketball championships beginning Monday
at 5:30 p.m.
As a finale to eight
weeks of the girls Satur-

Dickens
resigns
•

Murray State head
coach Frank Beamer has
announced the resignation of Mike Dickens from
the Racer coaching staff.
Dickens, a three-year
letterman fo'r Murray
State, served one season
on the Racer staff as a
graduate assistant coach
and the past two years as
a full-time assistant. He
worked with the wide
receivers in 1979, the
defensiye gRaords, in'41980
and last year' kith the offensive backs.
Dickens resigned to accept a coaching position
with former MSU coach
Mike Gottfried at the
University of Cincinnati.

day basketball training
program, the fifth and
sixth grade girls championship and the seventh
and eighth grade chauf-pionship games will be
played Monday.
Monday, March 15, the
fourth grade championship game will be played
at 5:30 p.m.
Peter O'Rourke,
honorary president of the
Saturday program and
CCMS girls basketball
coach, said he expects a
large turnout for the
championship games.
-We've really worked
hard on this program and
the success we're having
with these girls now will
show up in they playing
abilities later," O'Rourke
said.
Over 120 girls in the
county school system's
lower grades participated in the program
this year.

BOX
SCORES
_
MIDDLE TENNESSEE(MI - Halley 2 2-5 6, Beck 6 7-11 II, Harris 4
0-0 3, Perry 4(1-2 8, Campbell 4 3-2 10,
Dorsey 1 0-1 2, Johnson 0 045,
-Mopes
0-0 0, Mayfield 1 1-2 3, Frost ISIS.
Totals 22 12-2354
MURRAY STATE OWCurran 1 0-0 2, Hammonds 2 3-4 7,
Hood SO-4 16. Green 5 4-4 16, Stewart 2 12 5, Slaughter 0 4-44, Davis 1 0-02, Martin 1 0-0 2,Adams 0 0-0 0
Totals 17 20-24 54
Halftime-Middle Tennessee 21, Murray State 17
Fouled out-Beck, Campbell, Hammonds, Stewart, Slaughter Total
fouls-- Middle Tennessee 10, Kerrey
State 23,
,
-Technical -Slaughter.
A 114100
MOREHEAD STATE (17)
Coldiron 5 0-0 10, Beckley 5 6-9 16,
Moore 03-45, hfinnifield 7 0-8 22, Napier
50-0 14, Tipton 0 1-2 1, Sullivan 1 2-2 4,
Alexander 3 2-3 1, Adkins 0 0-00, Hubbard 1 1-3 3, Lanier 1 0-0 2
Totals 2.1 31-39 17
WESTERN KENTUCKY (111)
Wilson I 0-0 1, Dildy 3 1-4 7, McCormick 4 11-17 21, Jones 6 S-7 17, Ellis 00-I
Hatcher 3 1 -1 7, White 7 44 18, Carver
0 0-0 0, Taylor I 1-2 3, Gambrel 0 0-00,
Tester 0 0-I 0, Mosley 1 04 2
Totals 36 39 95
Halftime Western Kentucky 47,
Morehead State 40
Viiuled out Coldiron, Moore, McCormick, Ellis Total fouls Morehead
State 30, Western Kentucky 29
Ter hnica Is None
A 5,500

Wildcats may be underdogs to Tide
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) - Few would have
considered the possibility
a week ago, but Kentucky
may be an underdog on
its home floor tonight
when the Wildcats and
Alabama clash in the
final game of the
Southeastern Conference
basketball tournament.
The 15th -ranked
Wildcats and 18th-ranked
Crimson Tide, both 22-6,
advanced with hardfought semifinal victories

Friday night over
Mississippi and Tennessee, respectively.
Tennessee Coach Don
DeVoe said Alabama was
the most talented team in
the league and the Crimson Tide showed poise
when it counted.
Freshman Bobby Lee
Hurt hit three straight
free throws in the final 30
seconds to preserve
Alabama's 56-50 victory.
Mike Davis and Eddie
Phillips paced the Tide
with 11 points apiece.
Hurt finished with seven.

CLOSING IN - Downed Racer Kenney Hammonds seeks a teammate after scrambling for a
loose ball on the floor of Diddle Arena in Bowling
Green. Hammonds was one of three Racer regulars
to foul out in the overtime loss to Middle Tennessee

Alabama limited Dale
Ellis, the league's leading
scorer, to 13 points, including just two in the second half. Michael
Brooks added 11 points
for the Vols,11141.
Kentucky'S 12-411
squeaker over Olit Mit was marked by the

Wildcats' early
dominance and their utter collapse in the late going.
Melvin Turpin, who led
all scorers with 24 points
on 11-of-13 shooting,
powered Kentucky to an
18-point lead with 12:22
remaining.

in the first round of the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament. If the Racers don't receive a postseason tournament bid, senior Hammonds will have
played his lastgame asa Racer Friday night.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

But the Rebels, despite
losing five players on
fouls, whittled the margin
to 51-49 with 3:33 to play. During that time, Kentucky helped Ole Miss'
cause with horrendous
free-throw shooting,
missing the first free
throw six times in bonus
situations. Two of the
Wildcats' 15 turnovers
were failures to get the
ball in bounds in the final
minutes.
"Ole Miss really hustled," said Kentucky
Coach Joe Hall, "and I
knew that would be a
strong point for them.
They're physical and
they were effective. ...
The trouble on our inbounds was that we were
just standing around and
they did a good job on
their traps."
Ole Miss Coach Bob
Weltlich, however, maintained that referees Don
Rutledge, Ormond Brown
and Wally Tanner wilted
under the pressure of
working in Kentucky's
Rupp Arena.
Weltlich's tearful
postgame comments to
reporters broke a conference rule which forbids coaches to criticize
referees.
"I don't give a damn if
they (SEC officials) suspend me," Weltlich said.
"...They're probably going to send me a letter (of
reprimand), but I don't
give a hoot.
-I'll tell you one thing.
Instead of worrying about
sending me a letter, they
better start worrying
about these officials
working three or four different leagues and
refereeing -five nights a
week."

Asked about Weltlich's
remarks, Hall said, "I've
wanted to do that many
times myself."
Like most other SEC
coaches, Weltlich thought
a tournament in I,exington gave Kentucky an
unfair advantage. But he
said the site of the tournament was less important
than the quality of its officials.
"You can bring (the
tournament) back (to
Lexington) if you get officials who can stand in
there and make the
calls," he said.
Sean Tuohy, Weltlich's
workhorse senior guard,
was philosophical on the
issue.
"Basketball officiating
includes a human-error
factor. That's part of
what makes the game exciting,'' he said.
"Whether the officiating
is good, bad or indifferent, that's the way it
went and there's nothing
we can do about it now.
"The concern in playing here is not the crowd,
because the Kentucky
crowd is an educated
basketball crowd,"
Tuohy said. "They cheer
good plays and boo bad
plays for both teams.
There's more concern
about the officials' reaction in Rupp Arena, so I
think having the tournament here affects the officials and not the faits.
"But the officials work
as hard as anyone out
there and we've just got
to pick up the pieces and
go ahead from here."
Dirk Minniefield added
20 points for Kentucky
and Derrick Hord 10.
Carlos Clark's 20 points
paced Ole Miss, 17-11.

Racer pros don't forget college baseball roots
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
If while sauntering past
Murray State's Reagan
Field in the next couple of
weeks you happen to
notice the 'Breds playing
baseball against some
pros, don't be surprised.
Two former Racers Mark Riggins and Tony
Threatt - are currently
enjoying a reunion
workout session under
the scrutiny of
Thoroughbred coach
Johnny Reagan.
Both former Murray
Staters will be making
bids in the ranks of class
A and AAA baseball this
season and are getting in
shape with the help of the
Murray State team.
"It's hard to work out
with the high school
teams back home,"
Evansville native Riggins explained, "So I
came down here to
workout. Coach Reagan
lets me throw batting
practice and I workout on
my own the rest of the
time."

Riggins is shaping up
for what he hopes will be
his banner year in the
minors, producing a
ticket to his parent club
- the St. Louis Cardinals.
Two years ago Riggins
broke into the pro ranks
with a sterling Class A
record - 13 saves, 1.08
ERA in 100 innings and a
7-3 record. However, last
season in AA ball, the lefty reliever pulled a complete turnaround with a 35 record and an ERA of
about&O.
"I really had an off
year," he said. "The
competition was a lot
tougher in double-A ball.
It's like my pitching
coach (Darrell Knoles,
formerly a pitcher for
Oakland) was telling me,
the number of better batters nearly doubles with
each step up in pro ball."
In Class A only two or
three good hitters are on
each team, Riggins said.
Then, in AA ball every
team has four or five
good ones and by the time

a pitcher reaches the ma- knows his stuff," Riggins
jors all nine batters he complimented.
faces are capable hitters._ "The pickoffs and runBut Riggins admitted_ downs-itere the same in
he is better prepared for Class A as we used at
the challenges this season Murray and that put me
just as he was better ahead of a lot of the
prepared when he first others in camp," Riggins
entered Class A ball after said.
Threatt, another hurler
graduating from Murray
from the Reagan pitching
dtate.
"This year, if I have a mold, echoed Riggins'
good spring, I should be sentiments about the
moved to the triple-A Racer coach's methods.
"Coach (Reagan)
team in Louisville (Redbirds). I'm 25 now and taught met. be patient
age-wise I should be mov- and not get over.1 _
ing into triple-A ball. It excited," Threatt said,"
just depends on how I do was kind of wild when I
in St. Petersburg (Fla.)," first got here, but coach
Reagan calmed me down.
Riggins said.
That helped me a lot."
Riggils credits his
Threatt, a hard throwformer coach, Reagan,
with preparing him for ing Class A righthander
his initial stint in the pro for Cincinnati, was in
ranks. "By the time I got command of his destiny
into pro ball I knew when he first took the
everything they were mound in the pros, but an
teaching the new guys. irritated tendon in his
Coach Reagan taught me throwing arm sidelined
the fundamentals well ... him most of last year.
"Until I got hurt I was
the mechanics of pitching
and how to get the most doing great," he said.
out of my body. He really "Now I'm doing a lot of

exercises and _taking
ultrasound treatments
trying to get ready to try
it again. It wasbtough matching a 148-game sense
sitting on the bench."--Threatt, predominantly
an outfielder as a
Thoroughbred, received
his first big opportunity
as a hurler when the
Racers travelled to
Hawaii in 1980. Against
Wichita State, a perennial top 10 hitting team in
the country, Threatt
threw a five-hitter'in 10
Innings.
That same season- he
fanned 39 batters in 44.88
innings and notched a 5-0
record with a 3.02 ERA.
His bat did some talking as well as Threatt
finished his three-year
career with a .276 overall
average and he still holds
the school record for the
most two-out RBIs in a
single season (25) and
he's tied for the career
home run mark (25).
The visiting pros are
only two of four Reagan

products currently in the
play-for-pay ranks. Jack
Perconte, recently traded
from the world champion
Dodgers, is an excellent
prospect for becoming
the next Cleveland Indian
second baseman. Also,
Doran Perdue, a former
teammate of Riggins', is
seeing action in the infield of the Giants' Class
AA farm team in the
Texas League.
Both Riggins and
Threatt are pleased with
their decisions to play pro
ball and both plan to stick
with the sport as long as it
will have them.
"It's a good life, but
you've got to make a lot
of sacrifices. There's a lot
of travelling involved, a
lot of travelling ... and
the money's very slim in
the minors," Riggins admitted.
"It's all I ever worked
for, all I ever hoped for,"
Threatt said, "I've
always wanted a shot at
the pros. I thought about
it since I first started
baseball."

Cut heating costs in half
A heat pump can cut your
electric heating bill in half
because the heat pump
produces about two units of
heat for every unit of
-energy it uses. That
ELECTRIC
means extra
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money for you.
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As the cost of fuel to run
power plants increases,
your electric bills
-will continue
to increase._:

Fight back by installing
a heat pump. You'N
reduce your electrical-use
and cut your heating costs
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fishing tine
I told you last week that
I wanted to continue with
Roland Martin because
he says some things
about bass fishing that
apply to our lakes in this
are.
I spend more hours on
the water than most folks
do, so, I see a lot of boats
running back and forth,
fishing as many places in
as short a time as possible.
I personally feel that
most of the fishermen
should spend more time
in a given area, even one
that has small fish.
If Roland is on a strong
pattern which is producing small fish and suddenly hits an area with
the exact conditions, but
he can't get a strike, he
will spend more time

a

by Jerry maupin

there because he feels
that one big fish may
have chased the smaller
ones away. Naturally, if
you leave that's it, but if
you stay and work the
area a little more carefully, you just might put the
big one in the live well!
Martin feels tlw killer
instinct in bass is very
strong. For that reason,
he always keeps one rod
rigged and ready for bass
breaking the surface. He
prefers to use a lead
tailspinner for this quick
action.
Many times he has
found school bass
underneath the one on the
surface.
The final reason for a
bass to strike a lure is
craziness. Martin
believes that, because of

their genetic background,
a certain percentage of
the fish in any lake are
Just plain stupid.
Needless to say, they're
the first ones to be
caught, but if they are
released back into the
lake, they will continue to
hit the artificial lures.
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by wade bourne

hour or two without catching bass doesn't mean
you're going to have a
bad day.
Every cast helps to
eliminate things which
don't work and puts you a
little closer to discovering what will!
Back on our local lakes,
the crappie have been hitting very good. The week
of warm weather really
helped both the fish and
the fisherman.
Most folks are using
minnows along the deep
drop-offs with stumps or
brush to catch the crappie. Anywhere from eight
to 14 feet has been good in
both lakes.
If the weather permits,
get out this week and
dunk a few, Fred and
1.W. have them for sale!
Happy Fishing!
.

"crappie run,' takes underwater bar rUns out
place anywhere from the from an island and makes
first of April to mid-May, a point. On the tip of the
depending on spring point are stumps and
weather.
brush, a prime crappie
Dunking minnows neighborhood where we
around submerged took numerous fish last
bushes is the favorite year. It didn't take long to
"crappie run" technique, locate the spot with the
primarily because the depthfinder, drop out a
He also believes,
fish are most accessible pair of marker floats and
whenever this type of fish
to the greatest number of get down to the serious
is removed, the others
anglers. But many old matter of baiting up.
become more and more
pros prefer the pre-spawn
The cold temperature
difficult to catch. Aside
period, the time we're did nothing to slow down
from the hows and whys
entering when the fish the minnow's squirming,
of bass behavior, the
are bunched up on the but it made it nearly imsingle factor which
drops. Each year hun- possible for our cold
Roland Martin considers
dreds of thousands of fingers to pin them on the
critical to success is concrappie are taken from hooks. Finally I was
fidence!
these spots by fisherm,en ready before.George, and
Roland maintains his
tight-lining minnows I tossed my line overby immersing himself
down into stumps and board amidst vain
totally into bass fishing
brush on the dropoffs.
forecasts of beating him
and fishes hard all day.
Rumors had been sif- to the big ones.
Just because you go an
There's something
ting around the lakes
area about a few good about the first of anything
early catches of crappie. during a new season, be it
That put neighbor George crappie, bass, ducks or
Warm days and slab crappie make George Lynn
Lynn and me in the mood. whatever. I know I can do
and other anglers happy. Crappie activity picked up
Add in the forecast of a it, but I'm always glad to
with the recent warm spell, and weather permitwarm, sunny day and break the ice. The second
ingston, Lyon Mc- tion if the League of Ken- ting, it should remain
good through the spring
light winds, and we were and third ones always
Cracken, Marshall and tucky Sportsmen need to spawn.
like two kids on come easier.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
be submitted in their
Trigg.
And that was the case
Christmas Eve. Batteries
finished form at MonIt's no secret that late
Ring 4the bells and
Annual selection of of- day's gathering.
were charged. The boat's on this morning. Uncer.spread the word! Crappie February and early gas tank was filled. Min- tainty was beginning to
ficers will be conducted
Refreshments will
are hitting in Kentucky Mira can offer somelif nows were bought, and make a few inroads when
at Monday's meeting and servedat the meeting.
and Barkley Lakes. The the year's best crappie
a variety of topics will be
new line was wrapped on I felt a very unstumplike
For more information, recent warm trend
got action. By this time the
discussed.
call Davy Walker, both fish and anglers on fish are entering the spr- our crappie reels. bump on my line. I raised
be
secretary
resolutions
to
-treasurer, the move, and they ing spawning ritual, the Everything was set for up cautiously, felt
All
pressure and then snatchsent to the State Conven- (502) 388-2065.
rendezvoused on the first step of which is to our 1982 fishing debut, ed the fish from the
and
expectations
our
dropoffs and in the move from the main lake
cover. Chalk up numero
brushpiles. The fish smell up toward the bays. They were sky high.
And they went even uno!
on my hands is proof of usually congregate on the
The second and third
when we got to the
higher
primary dropoffs at the
the above statement.
fish
came from the same
The smell came from mouths of said bays, and boat ramp. Somebody spot, though the time bethad
filleted
a
dozen
slab
the cleaning of 28 crappie here they'll wait for the
ween bites was longer
about 10 minutes ago. water temperature to crappie the day before, than we liked. All three
and
they'd
retossed
the
Now the fish are soaking climb into the 50's. Then
We're Known For Our...
back into the fish were keepers, but
• i
a pot in the as the water warms mains
none were what I'd call
*Delicious Fish Dinners 'Homemade Desserts
refregerator, and tonight toward 60, the crappie water. We could barely slabs. Then came
*Plate Lunches •Breaktast Served
Anytime
they'll provide the main will move farther into the see them, but the fish numbers four, five and
course
for a feast that shallows. The spawn, skeletons were evidence six, all to my pole.
Sunday Dinner
known locally as the enough that they'd bit the
spring.
portends
Chicken & Dressing, 3
George was starting to
afternoon before.
Vegetables, Tea or Coffee,
_get the swivets, wonderDespite the prediction
Bread & Dessert
48
-log what I was doing that
for highs in the 60's, the
lonotha
" 54-6192
he wasn't. I offered the
7:30 a.m. air had a
Cree
usual solutions, like
definite nip, as evidenced
5:00 a.m.-9:30 p.m4
holding his mouth right,
by the frost on our boat
-• ••
spitting on his minnow,
cushions;I had on long holding
his rod in his left
johns and duck hunting
hand instead of his right.
coveralls. George was
Nothing worked,and I got
wrapped in a heavy
the idea that my suggesjacket and a rainsuit. If
tions were ceasing to be
the fish would bite, we
funny.
wouldn't notice the cold.
We moved tea new spot
P 3Z3
But I'm sure Confusious
and didn't get a bite.
had some sort of proverb
Insula- tt
Mri s or W c"re
Another spot yielded a
about only fools depend
couple of small crappie,
Roots j to s40 r“,
on the fish to deep them
and George got on the
warm. We preferred to
board, much to his relief.
levi Jeans
1)n,
trust in insulation rather
The morning was warm
,
1
5
.9
5
r`4 011 of
than the uncertainty of a
and calm, and I
ming
M —chonchsi.
werrer s 2 3.9 5
crappie's appetite to keep
hoping that
kept
& to•ss-s
us comfortable.
somewhere we'd contact
Studpros '1 4.95
I stick primarily with
fish. That somewhere
Prc- P
the dropoffs, and the first
'1 2"
turned out to be the fourth
- .
.V
P
spot I wanted to try was
stop. A sloping dropoff in
y
near the bay where
the middle of a major bay
George and I live. An
started giving up soradic
crappie, and the Size of
these fish was better.
George was making up
assiuk
for lost time, once catching two crappie on the
same crankup.
And then there was the
big one that got away.
George got a hard bite,
set the hook and struggled as the fish attempted
641 North
753-43448,
to pump his way back to
the bottom. I thought he
had a big bass or catfish,
but when it came to the
surface, it was a crappie
as big as a basketball.
George attempted to swWhere "Service Is Our Business
ing the fish into the boat,
but the crappie flopped
free at the critical moment.
As the hours mounted,
so did our catch. Finally
we had as many as we
wanted to clean, and
there was still time in the
Hw.641 South
753-9131
day to do some work. We
cranked up and headed
in, happy with our success and resolved to get
back on that dropoff at
the first opportunity.
And so the crappie
season is off and running.
It'll be sporadic as the
Nylos)
BUYER SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE B. AUTO PARTS
weather plays its tricks.
All
But catch a pretty day
Sizes
•COMPLETE ENGINES
All Sizes
and give'em a whirl. And
•TRANSMISSIONS
if you can't try the
•REAR ENDS
• STARTERS•DOORS
dropoffs,
don't overlook
PURINA]
•ALTERNATORS
the
brushpiles
in the
• WHEEL COVERS
CHOINS
bays. When we got home
•RADIOS•WHEELS
•AUTO ACCESSORIES
other neighbors were
waiting to show us their
30 crappie, all yanked
515 S 4TH ST MURRAY
from brush in less than
five feet of water!

Sportsmen schedule spring meeting
The spring meeting of
the First District Federation of the League of Kentucky Sportsmen will be
conducted at Camp Currie near Benton, Monday
at 7 p.m.

The First District is
composed of the following
counties:

President Paul Black
encourages representatives of all sportsmen's

Ballard, Caldwell,
Calloway, Carlisle, Christian, Crittenden, Fulton,
Graves. Hickman. Liv-

organizations within the
First District to attend
the meeting.

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Ttres, Wheets

Accessories

Car, Truck, Tractor Tires

Road and Field Service
4101%4th -753-8364-753-6779
Open 7Days A Week
4 a.m.-6 p.m.

Durgin 0
Bait Shop
Worms — Minnows
Licenses — Ice — Supplies

747 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2702
Jim Fain's Shield Of Shelter
For the things voyeurs when yen
don't owe yeerbsese
SHIELD
OF
SHELTER
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MED Of SWIM
Located On
New Concord
Hwy. Merrily,
Next To Lyons Electric

753-0632
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
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Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?
Featuring
*Bass Hawk Boats
•J.0 Pontoons
• Authorized Evinrude
Sales 8. Service
Evenfluot
SALES &
SERVICE

R.R. 2 Buchanan, Tenn.(901)232-8221

.••..

Missing Hill Resort
And flipground

Parking siaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-5519 anytime.

Cain's, MC,Jeep
1111,

•
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ARQUITA'S
PLACE

•

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE

/
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Seed Potatoes

▪o W

"Prices You Won't Believe"
$105° 100 Lbs.
ii 2

641 Super Shell

Kennebec and Pontiac

Onion Sett _A_

E

Your U-Haul Headquarters

(>

BUR garden
Seeds & Plants

Plant Bed
Supplies

KEY AUTO
PARTS

Canvas (Remy
19.50

SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.
090

000"1"e°

Mon.-Sot. 9:00-7:00

Sunday - Closed

Lb.

E

Gas '1.10 cap
Fertilizer,5.00
Plastic (3 Mil),9.50

Buchanan Feed
753-5378

753-5500

Industrial Rd.

Murray, Ky.
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lb. Home Furnishings

6 Help Wanted

2.11sfice

We offer photo in
Be
ventories
'prepared for 110
al
disaster or theft
in

Carter Studio
ica ism,

al

753 8291

SHIRLEY
FLORIST
500 North Fourth
Merrily, Ky.
753-3251

For Sale
large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt.
gold dipped leaves
36 different styles
$2.95 Each.

Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
019a.s.
to P.m
Antiques
We Buy
55.11
Come by and see our
Weather Vane's

MAIN
STREET
HOUSE
ANTIQUES
602 Male Street
Murray, Ky.
9:00 to 5:00 Mon.Sat.; 1:00 to 5:00
Sen.
formerly
John Murphy
of Lancaster and LevitPa. contact old
town
Andy King.
friend
Contact will be strictly
confidential. Call 215273-2736.

Early American
immed late position One
Call 159
couch
style
available for Ky licen
Fri.11 4
Mon
1075
sed registered nurse as
Director of Nursing
It. Farm Equipment
of 100 bed
Service
Intermediate Care 656 International diesel
lift,
Facility in Paducah
7ft chisel plow
Ky. Competitive salary disc with pickup
offered and excellent harrow
4 row rotary
fringe benefits. An hoe
160 bushel grain
Equal Opportunity wagon. 192 8621 after
Employer. Send resume 4p.m.
2 letters of B Allis Chalmer tractor
with photo
referance from former with new tires. Good
employers or pro
condition with cultiva
fessional persons to Box for plow and disc. All
Ky.
1137 Paducah
for $1100. 502 924 5015.
New tires for tractors
EXPERIENCED
and farm equipment.
On farm tire service.
JOURNEYMAN
Vinson Tractor Co
ELECTRICIANS
753-4892.
One farm wagon 1 New
We need two or three
Holland I row tobacco
electricians for two
setter and 1 tobacco
projects in
scaffold wagon. Call
Nopkinsville. Write
753 0302 after 5p.m.
3pt.
P .0. Box 1 1 1 3
Truck tool boxes
seeders hydrolic oil for
Hopkinsville, Ky.
all tractors. Vinson
42040 or call 502Tractor Co. 753.4892
885-1821 to make
Chem Farm spray
applications.
tanks and parts. Long
HALL CONTRACTING
grain bins and parts
Hutchinson augas.
CORP.
Bard.
Kelley Supply
An equal opportunity
well 628.3892.
•wukorw
Disk blades heavy duty
to fit all disks. Get our
Lady to live in. Room. price before you buy. 10
percent off in March on
Salary. 759-1661.
Vinson
National Corporation of all blades.
Co. 753-4892.
Aloe and skin care Tractor
needs ambi- Gallimore Equipment
products
tious and sales minded Hazel Ky. Woods Tracpeople full or part-time. tor lawn mowers rear
mounted or belly
Call local representa
tive between mower; blades; small
or large rotary cutlers;
8a.m..5p.m. 753-7989.
rotary tillers;
Need a bodyMan also tractor
Soper
transmission man. Re---111: Cubsr-"-ferences required. A
B-AC. with
M
230
Paris area. 901-644 1156.
belly mower D-12 AC.;
PAID ON-THE-JOB plows
cultivators
TRAINING Learn a
;
k
complete your Shop Service tractors
skill
education with us. 17-30 cars
trucks; Welding
years old. Generous and cutting; New and
travel and adven- used parts. Phone Day
pay
ture with us. Phone toll 502-492.8837; Night 901.Mon Fri
free
247 5443.
8am-2pm 1800238-5580.
International 140 tractor with cultivators.
Excellent condition.
Call 751-1560:-

- *Miter
Lady to live in and
care for elderly invalid women.
Private home, room,
board and, salary.
Call 753-8850 8:30
AM-5:00 PM or 7538990 after 7:00 PM.

If you see a small
black dog Ion
haired please call
753 - 33 1 S
Telephone
Answering Service. He was lost
the night of March
3,1982.

BIBLE CALL
Men Who Thought No
Was Good - 7594444. Bib4 St
759-4445.

OP ?krt."

WE NEED DEALERS,
for new stand-up
cookbook. Free details.
Weist Publishing Corn(S. Main St.)
,- pany
Dept. S. P.O. Box 164
Englewood Oh 45322.

13. For Sale or Trade
5F1. used bushhog for
sale or trade for lit.
$150. 753-1813.
For sale or trade established business in
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financing.available. Call 753/109 after 5p.m.
Furnished masonary 2
Cyprus
- bedroom cabin
area. Would trade for
camper boat truck or
other property. 753-3672.
House and 11 acres to
swap or sell for house in
town or outside city
limits. Phone 759-1789.

r,,

enrc

Economically

Priced Autos
Check Our
Classified
Section

Wanly
Ledger
, & Times

N.Apts.Fittest

Front cap for 59 72
Chevrolet or GMC and a
set of radial TA tires
Call 492 8956.
Leather Coat and sport
dress
size 40
coats
Levi's
shirts 16 31
rock and
pants 32 32
roll records and tapes at
NI W. Main Apt 9 Sat
and Sun. noon till 5p.m.
1
One heat lamp $75.
Shuwolr well pump
pressure tank and foot
85000 BTU
valve $75.
1
Kerosene heater $150
garden tiller $100. Call
759 1771.

Lakeland Wesley Viii
age now renting 1
bedroom elderly apar
tments
HUD Rent
Subsidy Program Apply
U 5.68 at
L W V
Jonathan Creek
Ben
ton
Ky. 42025, 502 354
U88. An Equal Housing
Opportunity_
Nice 2 bedroom duplex 3
miles east of Hwy 780.
Water furnished $115.
with deposit. Call 753
1513 after 5p.m.
Nice 2 bedroom duplex 3
miles from town. Farm
work agreement
available for right
couple. Call 753-8843.
One bedroom un
furnished apartment
New wall to wall carpet
re modeled kitchen
Deposit and references
required
Call Spann Realty As
soc. for all your real
estate needs. 753 7724.

2i. TV-Radio

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" color' 19" B/W

CLAYTONS
753-7575
27. Mobile Home Silt;10x45 furnished mobile
home. Good condition.
Call 753-4808.
12x65 Trailer for sale or
rent. 759-1987.
12x70 Festival. 3 bedcentral
2 bath
room
a
unconditioning unit
derpinning included.
753.5561.
1972 Winchester. 2 bedroom 12x60. Call 7599944.
1974 Park Ville 12x60.
central
All electric
air conditioned
heat
house furniture
excellent condition. 753.4091.
1978 Challenger 12x60. 2all electric bedroom
fiberglass
central air
2 sets of
underpinning
steps
large sundeck
recently re modeled.
Call 354-8669.
1980 14x16 mobile home.
Excellent insulation
central electric. Call
759-4543.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
3
4 .in.
22 cal
Harrington Richardson 10x40 Mobile Home.
western style revolver Furnished,
air condiwith mag-cylinder and tion
nicegood *camedium size belt hol- t
o
nii.
ster. 437 4296 niter 753 3895 after 5p.m.
5p.m. $110.
Clean nice 2 bedroom
Air Hockey game $30. mobile home. $90. single
753-0302.
$95. double.
occupancy
753-8216.
22. Musical
Nice 2 bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
489-2611.
Nice cheap new furni
ture central air Shady
Rospensble piety to
Oaks Mobile Home
tells up payments on
Court. 753-5209.
Re new piano.
Two bedroom $90.
month plus deposit. 1
mile out of city limits
Hwy 121 South. Call
753-5405.
CAR STEREO Pioneer
Two bedroom trailer
Marantz
Kenwood
furnished. Brandi's
Sanyo. ProMitsubishi
Trailer Court. Call 753fessional intallation.
8411.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center 30. Business Rentals
Chestnut St. 753 0113.

WANTED

10. Business Opportunity

REWARD

20. Sports Equipment

11. Miscellaneous

14. Want to Buy
Stamp and coin collection or accumulation.
Call after 3p.m.
767-4169.
Standing timber large
or small track. Call
437-4233.
Want to buy all types of
timber including white
oak veneer. Will pay
cash. 753-4984 after
5p.m.

15. Articles for Sale

CLAYTONS
753-7575

INFLATION
PRICES

on Car Stereos by
Sony, Pioneer end
Marantz. Expert
:fellation and service.

WORLD OF
SOUND

34. Houses for Rent
A brick home located on
2
1
approximately 1 /
acres with 3 bedrooms.
1 I/2 baths dining area. 2
miles from Murray.
$300. per month. Call
Century 21 Loretta
Reaitors at 753Jobs
1492.
Five miles east of
Murray. Tr -level brick
approximately 3700sq.
ft with central air with
heat pumps. 2 car
den with wood
garage
4 bedburning stove
room. 3 baths stove
garbage
refrigerator
dishwasher.
disposal,
Before 2p.m. 7530858
after 2p.m 753-8943.

35. Farms for Rent
Farm house for rent 3
miles west of Hardin.
753-1873.

IforRentor Lease
I need to lease some
ones dark fired tobacco
base. 759 1233.
Two miles west of
Hardin on Hwy 80 nice
3 bedroom brick with 1
built in apV2
bath
Ashley wood
pliances
stove or base board
2 car
1
electric heat. I /
garage with paved
also new stock
drive
barn. Lease 6 to 12
months at $275. per
or rent monthly
month
plus deposit. Call
$300.
247-0847.
Want to lease dark
fired. air cured burley
tobacco. 759-1751.
Want to lease dark fired
tobacco acreage. Call
435 4238 after 5p.m or
on Saturday anytime.

37. Livestock-Supplies
Re
Horses Boarded
asonable rates. 2 miles
from Murray. City water. Call 753.3010.

AKC registered female
Basset Hound. Proven
excellent
breeder
guard dog. $75. 492-8861.
Free to good home.
Black Labrador Re1 year
treiver. Female
spayed. All shots
old
good with chilgentle
dren. Call 753-3230.
WANTED: home outside of town for large 1
Year old female dog.
Has been spayed and all
shots up to date. Call
after 3:30 753.8002 or
come and see her at 1305
Kirkwood Dr.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

k Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
.
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Than., Fri., Sat.
7:30-2:30 - 753-3685

WALLIS DRUG
.PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
tree Delivery es PreutiPtions ic aty Limits

AKC Bassett Hound
puppies Championship
Cali
bloodlines
489 2599

MR 250 traii bike $350
Call 759 1843

4.Auto Services

43. Real Estate

Over SO rebuilt auto
matic transmissions in
assumable stock. 90 day un
Reduced
loan 2 bedroom and conditional warranty.
extra kit Reynolds Transgreat room
chen cabinets garage
missions Hwy 69 North
2 years Paris Tn. 901 642 2572.
fenced in yard
call
Owner
old. $38 500.
753 8469 or Shroat It. Used Cars
Waldrop 759 1707
1967 Camaro converti
Die. Reasonably priced.
Porde* S. Thurman
Can be seen at 1620
Insurance
Kirkwood
1970 Buick La Sabra.
Reel Wets
Runs good and can be
Southside Court Sq.
used for parts. Call
Murray, Kentucky
436 5830.
753-4451
1974 AMC Matador $200.
or best offer. 1973 AMC
wagon needs motor $50.
1966 318 Dodge motor
elec
and transmission
Inc fuel pump. 1951
GMC 2 ton truck. Wood
for sale. Call 153-8649.

7531222

PERFECT
FIRST HOME
Recently remodeld
n
da
e
redecorated. This
2 bedroom home
has an electric
floor furnace for
winter and a nice
wooden deck for
summertime enjoyment. Priced in
the $20's.
REAL ESTATE
Western _ Cedar 3
BR 2 bath home
with spacious living area and extremely functional
kitchen. Central
heat plus
economical wood
stove, extra room
for work and play;
iriple garage with
outside storage,
PLUS 14 beautiful
acres, located on
paved road
Highway 444, ONLY 39,900 - come
make your offer!
Spann Realty
Associates, Inc.
753-7724.

15. Farms for Sale
170
South Graves Co
acres more or less.
Phone 1 382 2716

46. Homes for Sale

SO. Used Trucks

S3. Services Offered

Special truck for a
special person. 1.960
Chevy pickup. Excel
lent condition 1535561.
Two trucks I 1 ton 75
1966
Chevrolet $1400:
Chevrolet 2 ton 8400.
Can be
Call 153 3161
seen at 104 Maple. No
beds.

For your lime hauling
and lime spreading
white rock gravel and
coal hauling Call 753
4545 or see Roger
Located 10
Hudson
moles east on Hwy 94
Free estimates. All
plumb
your electrical
ing
heating
air con
painting and
ditioning
insulating needs. Call
753-9/73.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry
plumbing
concrete
sliding
NO
roofing
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359 nights 474 2276.
Guttering by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
If you own your land I
can help you have a
home built and financed
at 10 percent A.P.R.
Call 436-5582.

51. Campers
11 I/2ft. cab over self
contained slide in cam
per. Refrigerator and
furnace. Good condi
tion. Sleeps 4. 759.4501
after 5p.m.
1978 211ft. Southwind
motor home. Can be
seen at 1620 Kirkwood.
Parking space for
trailers
campers
house trailers on lots
over looking lake. By
seamonth
the week
or year. Call 436son
5519 anytime.
fully
Slide in camper
electric
self contained
or gas refrigerator
water
neat electric
stove and oven.
pump
Sleeps 6. 1969 Ford
pickup, Good condition
28000 miles since over
haul. Sell together or
seperate. Call 436-2218.

1981 Signature
Series, 2 door
Lincoln, Town
Car. Loaded, 22
MPG, Electronic 52. Boats-Motors
14ft. John boat with
fuel injection, trailer
trolling
seats
Special Over- motor 25hp Johnson
motor 2 gas tanks. Call
drive.
753 1596.

ROOFING
BUILT-UP 8. SHINGLES
References. All work
guaranteed. Free
Estimates. Coll 7591859 or 753-6581.

K & K STUMP REMO
VAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
17ft. Ranger Bass Boat. Cleared of stumps? We
fully can remove stumps up
150hp Mercury
equipped. Call 753 5322 -to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground,
after 5p.m.
motor sawdust and chips. Call
1977 Bass boat
for free estimates. Bob
and trailer. 753-5374.
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
1979 Sylvan Pontoon.
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
70hp. Johnson
24ft.
less than 30 Make the best of a bad
motor
life situation and save
hours. Ladder
2 gas money. Been window
jackets anchor
1974 Fiat SW. 4 speed
shopping and seen new
low tanks. 753-6690.
AM -FM stereo
car prices? Keep your
miles. May be seen at Sears boat motor 7 V/hp. car and imagine a new
tank and bilge pump.
201 S. 7th.
interior. Tell us what
A•1 condition. $375. Call
1974 Hornet Stationwa
you want. Will make
759-1987
body
gon. Runs good
your car as nice as any
38ft neWil one. Bill's UpTwo house boats
poor. $400. 753-0015.
32ft. $7500. Call holstery behind DQ.
1975 Buick Electra $9500.
Cypress Bay Resort 753-8085.
Limited. High mileage
nice inside. 901-2328221
4 door
Mobile Homes An$1250. 753.4445 after
underpinned
chored
Services
Offered
53.
4p.m.
awnings
roofs sealed
1975 Mercury Comet. ALCOA ALUMINUM decks housetype roofs
and etc. Jack
power SIDING or vinyl siding built-on
Automatic,
air. Good and trim. Aluminum Glover 753-1873.
steering
condition. $1450. Call trim for brick houses. Need work on your
Jack Glover 753 1873.
753-8124.
pruntrees? Topping
1975 Pontiac Ventura Asphalt driveways and ing shaping complete
SJ. Power steering - parking lots sealed by removal and more. Call
Sears. For free es- 13 OVER'S, TREE
air
power _brakes
timates call 753-2310.
SERVICE tot..,Pro'
•fessional tree tare.
condition. Call 759-4856.
753-8536.
1977 Grand Prix. Good
condition. 7394173 after
-ad
5p.m.
Alining Service Co.
trim fare houses. I
1977 Trans Am white
alomioos
awl vieyl
stops
pointing.
1977 Oldsmobile Retrim work.
elitism
Glover
Jock
gency. Both in excellent
Menaces. Call Will El
753 117,1
condition. Call 759-4910.

Lists $22,800
Now $15,900
753-7113

3 bedroom brick house.
2
Carpet throughout
large living
baths
153-611.
room and den. 2 car
CARPENTER SERgarage with large stor
VICE. New homes
1981 Cutlass additions custom kit- Professional painting
age room. Call 489-2145
Brougham
10,000_ chens all remodeling. paperhanging
or 153-2493.
comHawley Bucy 492-8120.
residontiil
miles, like new.
wooded
mercial
2 Acres of
1
4 /
farm
land. 3 bedroom house
Chimney Sweep. interior-exterior
with bath. 753 6940.
Chimney cleaned this.-buildings._ estimates.
year? If not you may Tremon Farris 759-1987.
House and 2 or 3 acres
have a fire hazard. Call Thirty one years exin country. Call
Oldsmobile
767-4786 or 767-4779.
perience. Carpenter 753-9921.
Pontiac
remodeling.
Concrete block brick. building
by
House for sale
Cadillac
21 years experience. No and repairing annex on
owner 6 rooms and
job to large or small. home and trailer. 43/built in garage.
bath
Free estimates. Call 2253.
1406W. Main
Completely furnished.
753.5/76.
Tree Work. Topping.
1st class. Priced $35 000.
753-5315
and taking
759-4702.
Do you need your trimming
House on 2 lots near 1978 Trans Am. White carpets cleaned? Find down. 436 2172.
,lake at Pine Bluff with silver Edition out how inexpensive it Tree trimming and
with deep removal. Hedges and
Shores. Completely eagles. Red velour in- can be done
furnished. Efficiency terior with captains steam cleaning. Call shrubs. Firewood. 753Jeff 753-0015.
5176.
breakfast
kitchen
cruise
t•tops
seats
nook large sun deck off factory air.
electric Fence sales at Sears Wet basement? We
living room. Spiral windows
electric door now. Call Sears 753-2310 make wet basements
stairs to upstairs bed- locks tilt wheel
work completely
AM - for free estimate for dry
room and front sun FM stereo gold wheels your needs.
guaranteed. Call or
deck. In the cool of the with GT qualifier
write: Morgan Con
evening sit on the sun radials. Mechanically
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
deck and watch the deer sound
Ky
409 A Paducah
45 300 miles.
and listen to the whip o- $5800 firm. Call 85 at
42001 or call 442.7026.
wills. Park your boat 753 0333
Will sharpen hand saws
after 5p.m.
under sun deck at night. 753 4016.
chain saws and skill
Sled a second opiP r Cie, reduced to
saws. Call 753./656.
Escort Super
nion? Local
$17 500),for quick sale. 1981 Ford
sunroof.
with
Sport
Hugh
appointment
Shown by
references. Call
55. Feed and Seed
willing to
Must sell
only. 753-5791 759-1074.
°stied. 759-1718 or
sacrifice. 4191133 or
Mixed Timothy and Red
Lovely 3 bedroom home 489-2769.753-8076.
Clover hay. Regular
on I plus acres. Not far
bales. 489-2180.
GOVERNMENT SUR- •
from city. A 38x56 stock
AND
Mae
milk barn and a PLUS CARS
barn
many sold_
18x38 equipment shed. TRUCKS
through local sales
Fenced and cross fen$300 Call 1-714ced
fruit trees. Owner under
for your direC-will consider financing. 569-0241
Corner Mayfield Road & Dodson Ave.
how to purPhone Kopperud Realty tor y on
24 hours.
Open
chase.
759-1177
1600 Dodson Ave.
753 1222
On the lake in Pine 50. Used Trucks
Alterations
Children
Gents
Bluff. 2 bedroom with
Ladies
Sewing
Custom
garage and dock. Ur
1165 Chevy pickup
Drapes
500. 436 2102.
cylinder. Call after
Leather Garments, Chaps, Vests
Black Powder Jackets Si Shirts
Three or 4 bedroom 6p.m. 753-7414.
Emergencies taken care of unmediately
2. I/2 baths
house
1972 Toyota pickup.
The Impossible we do Now.
rebuilt mocentral-6W and air 4 • Now paint
Miracles take a little longer.
or more acres availa- tor
white spoke wheels
to Wear.
All Garments Steam Pressed Ready Shack
ble. Call 489 2617 or and new tires. $1500.
Betweea Leita's Beauty Salon di Rib
345.2292.
Phone 753 2913.
Underground house 1973 Dodge pickup. Fair
1800sq. ft. Heat for 79 condition,
good fuel
cents a day. 45 l/7 acres truck. Call 135-4507
on Hwy 145 in Southern after 6p.m. --Illinois. 618949-3898.
1976 Chevrolet 4e Is
4 wheel drive. $117•11. •
47. Motorcycles
759.1843.
1975 Honda motorcycle 1977 F-250
4x4. New
5000 --front end transfer case
400 CC. 1 cylinder
Call
$950.
miles
rebuilt. Call 759.9944
7534611.
from 6a.m -12a.m.
1975 Honda 250 XL. Mon.-Fri.
only 1980 Datsun King Cab
Good condition
1000 m i les Call 436 5830.
With topper. 5 speed
radial
transmission
1980 Harley Davison
32 000 miles.
1200 Superglide. 753-- tires
Call 759 1700
$4950
1893 Ext. 217 or Ext. 272.
753 7307 after
days
1980 Yamaha 3 wheeler
1981 Yamaha Champ. 5p.m
1281 Dodge 15 passenler
Both for $750. 753-7189.
1980 Yamaha 850 fully van. 753-7370.
Jeeps- Government
dressed. Low mileage
very clean. Asking Surplusdisted for $3 1%.
$7950 Call 527 7616 be sold for $4400. For
tween 9 5 354 8610 after information call 312 9311961 Ext 1774.
% fp m.

Purdom's

ROOF
PROBLEMS?

The Tailor Shop

William Nall Pasco, MAD

announces the opening
of his office
for the practice of
General Dentistry

Hours by Nights Available

1653 Calloway Ave.

IvaNttrlitrentvtrowevelete-,-,

Ir11111111r..:

11,,MNPRE4
,
111111111.11

One block from MSU
kitchen
Living room
and laundry facilities
Boys only. $60. deposit
$60. per month. 759-4538.

One and 2 bedroom
apartments near down
town Murray. Call 753121 S. 12th
1109 or 436-2844.
753-5365
Furnished apartment
Compare
lad
Shop
near university. 7533134 or 753-6177.
23. Exterminating
One bedroom furnished
apartment. $90. a
month. 121 North next to
43. Real Estate
fairgrounds. 753-3139.
One bedroom furnished
apartment $85. per
.
month plus deposit.
Strout
Hwy 121 South. Call
nessIty
753-5405.
One or 2 bedroom
Office Coe* re C•est
apartments for rent at
Beyen free Everywhere
Embassy Apartments.
legible Saryka Sic* 1980
Call 753-3530 or 753-4331.
1112 Calibrate, Itimul
Two bedroom furnished
Nerrey, liesdocky 12871
apartment 311 N. 5th .
21. Miscellaneous
(S02)7534186
Water furnished. $155.
A327 Chevy engine $250.
per month. No pets. Calf
301 I.. KENNON
73-77 Chevelle front cap 753-1203.
Broker
$225. 73-80 Chevy truck Two bedroom apartrear end truck tool box ment. Partial utilities
Liceesed & keeled
'$50.. 716 x 19ft. log chain paid. Call 753-2422.
* channel Real400 Oldistic CB $40.
or
Pontiac
smobile
Buick transmission $90.
Can install all parts.
Call 759-1200 before
5p.m.
CAW*,
225 L.P. Millar St. I 4ovea F••••
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS
Specializing In Senior Citizens
bookcases
music centers
etc.
Heir Cuts $1.00
Reasonable. 436 2566. -

1 40in.
2 Dobermans
1 couch.
electric stove
Call 437-4975.
Martin houses 6 room
S2419 12 room $36.99 *5. Lost Found
1
room $41.1t 11 room
Lost: Red Addidas
$ 5 9 . 1 . Wallen
warm-up iacket. Red Hardware Paris.
with black stripes at
MSU tennis courts Murray Mower Brigges
Mon.
March 1st. Re- and Straton. Used 2
ward offered. If found months. $60. Call 7534668.
call 753-0841.
Lost: Toy Fox Terrier Reel to Cassette Tape
Duplicator Wollensak.
white with black male
scars on head. Reward. $350. Suitable for
church or commercial
Call 498 8231.
use. 759-4997.
Lost. bird dog 12 years
white with brown Tillers 5hp Briggs and
old
DIAMOND
spots Call 759.4156 after Straton engine chain
$19.00 each set on
5p.m. or 753-1291 drive. $269.99 Wallen
your chase or Pen9 5p.m. Lost in vicinity Hardware Paris.
of East 94 Friday about Tobacco sticks. Call
dent. No Gimmicks!
345 2841 or 247-3953.
10 miles out.
Loo's Immediate
Two BF Goodrich
Jewelry Repair
.Help Wanted
radials all terrain 14in.
404 N. 12th
ap
Driven
tires
DATA PROCESSING
Immediate openings for proximately 200 miles.
grads. No 489-2604 or 489 2252 after
1731 H.S
SEASONED
experience necessary. 5p.m
Full pay while training. Used sliding glass doors FIREWOOD. Mixed
Males only Phone toll and used brown 2 hardwoods 18in. 24in.
Mon Fri
free
compartment sink Call available $27.50 a rick
7 p m
753 0137 days or 436 5433 delivered. Call John
•-•-• 1 a m
s
Boyer at 753 8536
soo hO. 5580
after lp m.

and

32. Apts. For Rent

41. Motorcycles

33. Rooms for Rent

38. Pets Supplies
Mu
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

31 Pets-Sapplies

.

753-1914
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Credit used wisely
can result in benefits

•

EDITOR'S NOTE -The following article is
the final in a four part
series concerning tax
problems of two income
families released by the
Kentucy Society of Certified Public Accountants, Louisville.)
With two paychecks
coming in, many couples
find credit easy to get the
even easier to use. High
income leads to higher
credit limits; and that,
experts say, is the path to
financial abuse. According to the Kentucky
Society of CPA's,
however, if credit is used
wisely, it can actually
work for buyers.
Let's look, for example,
at items vulnerable to inflation. Houses and cars
readily come to mind, but
major appliances, home
repair costs and luxuries
like boats or jewelry
could be considered, too.
Perhaps consumers want
a house or a boat, but
don't really need it. If
they waited to accumulate savings, the
price might rise.
Before they rush out to
buy something on credit,
CPAs say they should
determine if the price is
going up and how much of
a jump it may take. A car
price might rise several
hundred dollars in a year,
while an air conditioner
might rise no more than
$30. Figure the cost to
borrow, then decide
whether it is wiser to borrow or to wait.
If buyers could save
$2,000 in one year, yet
borrow it at 18 percent,
-they would pay $360 nn
„
..terest for that year. Ifthe
price were to rise only
$200, they would have
wasted money on loan in- terest. But, on the other
hand, if it were to rise
$500, they might have
saved $140, and pick up a

Three to head medical staff
William G.(Bill) Hart,
M.D., 32, is 'serving as
chief of the medical staff
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for 1982.
A native of Murray and
a specialist in
ophthalmology, the
medical and surgical
treatment of diseases of
the eye, he succeeds
Eugene Cook, M.D.,
specialist in obstetrics
and gynecology with the
Murray Woman's Clinic.
Elected to the post in
late 1981, Hart was installed in the office at a
January meeting of the
36-physician staff at the
218-bed regional medical
center. Also installed
were John Golberg, M.D.,
as vice chief-of-staff and
Robert Williams, M.D.,
as secretary-treasurer.
A staff member at the
hospital for the past 21
/
2
years and certified by the
American Board of
Ophthalmology, Hart is
associated with his
father, Dr. James C.
Hart, Sri, in Hart
Ophthalmology
Associates of Murray.
After graduating from
Murray State University
in 1971, he received his
medical degree from the

kind of bonus in the form
of a tax deduction for the
interest. By saving, instead of using credit, consumers could pay more
for an item.
On the other hand, let's
say they had $6,000 cash
to spend for a car. Is it
better to spend this
money or to invest it and
borrow the price of the
car?
Assume buyers could
get a 15 percent car loan
for four years. At the end
of four years, with monthly payments -hf $167,
they would pay a total of
$2,016 interest. If, during
those four years, they invested $6,000 cash in a
money-market fund or
certificates of deposit
that yield only ten perRUNNER-UP — Vic Milner was named 1981
cent annually, they would
Rookie of the Year Runner-up of the National Motor
receive $2,785 interest. Club for placing second in cash collections and new
After paying off your
member sales for the Dallas-based company. Durloan, you would still have ing that time, Milner signed 875 new members to
over $700 cash. Higher in- the club,the largest motor club in the United States.
terest rates and monthly, The award was presented at the club's regional
quarterly or semi-annual meeting at Cape Girardeau.
compounding would net
higher returns.
According to CPAs,kisimportant to evaluate the
rate of finance charges
and the interest rate you
will receive. Remember,
too, that compound inJim Fain, of Jim Fain
terest accumulates faster Shelter Insurance, New
than simple interest. No Concord Highway,
matter what terms they recently completed the
can get on a loan, life and health insurance
Linda Lester has been
however, CPAs warn school at Shelter's home
selected as an Outstanagainst buying items that office in Columbia, Mo.
ding Young Woman of
break down before your
America for 1981, by the
Associated with Shelter
payments run out. If they for almost one year, Fain
advisory board of
have a seven year loan on also has attended comOutstanding 'Young
a car that will last six pany schools on advanced
Women of America,
years, they will soon find personal insurance and
headquartered in Monyour debts rising.
tgomery, Ala.
fundamentals of personal
The award was made
To make credit work insurance. Fain also at-for them, -CPAs suggest— tended the Kentucky
in recognition of
buying items that will ap- School of insuraperand-outstanding ability, acJim Fain
preciate in value. the Liddell Life- and
complishments and serAlthough mortgage rates Health School, both in Fain is a graduate of vice to the community."
ve recent! y Louisville.
A member of the MurCalloway County High
skyrocketed and home- Fain received cer- School and attended Mur- ray Chapter of Profesappreciation has slowed, tificates of completion ray State University. He sional Secretaries Interreal estate is still a from each school.
and his wife Patsy have national, Lester has serv"safe" investment.
His office hours are two children — Elizabeth, ed in numerous leadership positions, and is
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 15,and Mitchell, 12.
presently the Chapter's
Monday through Friday.
A member of the
Fain formerly owned
Murray-Calloway County Jim Fain Chrysler
Airport Board and the Motors and ran Shirley
Murray Optimist Club, Florist for nine years.
Mowert•Poky% Mode
IMO OUULIO
UOU IMMO BOU
LiUMICUO OUUMIU - -Donald Williams, assis- portunity Commission.
MOON MEM
'Under Williams'
CODE UOUCIMUU tant director for ProducCOMO DOM MU tivity Programs, leadership, the OPE conUOU MOM OUU Washington, D. C., was sistently met reporting
GU MUM MUM one of 12 senior ex- deadlines for OPM's
UUOUODUID UOUU
Linda Lester
ecutives of Office of Per- response to external
UM= UMW
sonnel
Management
to
be
reporting
requests and President-Elect. In 1981,
MEMO =MUM
COM COMM OUU awarded SES bonuses by provided for expedited in- she was one of the
UOU MOOD EMIU OPM Director Devine.
ternal clearance and pro- Chapter's four finalists
Williams is the son of cessing of reports.
for Secretary of the Year.
45 Cushions
33 Pronoun
Elsie B. Williams, 700
"In
addition,
he
arLester has been
36 Catcher's
48 Soda
Fairlane, and the late ranged for the loan of emPloyed as a legal assis47 Macaw
need
48 Twitching
38 Sarcasfic
Noah Williams. He is a OPE, staff expertise to tant for Overbey and
40 Sleep sound 49 Time
1956
graduate of Murray assist other organizations Overbey sine 1978. Prior
period
42 Sea eagle
State University.
on special project, while to that time, she was a
50 Pop
44 Break
53 Greek letter
suddenly
The following was writ- realigning the office's deputy property valuaten by Devine concerning priorities to achieve all tion administrator in the
Williams:
critical objectives."
Calloway County P.V.A.
"Williams provided
Iss•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1
strong direction to the Of•
•
fice of Planning and •
•
For all your Travel Reservations Coll
Evaluation (OPE) in the

Jim Fain attends
insurance school

sash
3 Improve
4 Part 0111111g5 Heavy
weigh!
6 Atop
7 Was borne
8 Wear away
9 Philadelphia
players
10 Poem
1180w
16 Biddy
18 Strong
winds
20 Vapid
21 At that place
22 King of
Judea
23 Spoken
25 Insects
26 Baker's need
28 Santa —
29 Additional
32 Measuring
device

OSCEOLA, Ark. — Jim
Myers has been named
personnel manager of
American Greetings.
A 1974 graduate of Murray State University, the
29-year-old Myers was
one of six recently promoted to executive positions at the 1,600employee plant. He joined the company in June
1981.
As personnel manager,
Myers' duties include
supervision of employee
benefits, and employee
problems, safety and
welfare. Employees with
problems are expected to
*go to their superieisurs
first and then to MArs

Dr. John Golberg

Dr. Rob Williams

University of Louisville
School of Medicine in
1975. His internship was
completed at Baptist
Memorial Hospital in
Memphis and his residency at the University of
Tennessee.
He is the fourth generation of the Hart family to
practice medicine in
Murray. His greatgrandfather, Dr. James
Glen Hart, was founder of
the first Calloway CountyMedical Society in 1873,
and his grandfather was
Dr. Prince Albert Hart.
Hart and his wife,

Susan, and their 11month-old son, Wesley
Jetton, live at 1320 Main
Street.

Canada's Royal College
of Surgeons.

Williams, a native New
Yorker, is a general and
Golberg, a board cer- vascular surgeon, and
tified orthopaedic has been a staff member
surgeon, joined the at the hospital since 1979.
hospital staff in 1980. He
He is a graduate of the
is a native of Camrose,
university
of Maryland
Alberta, Canada, and
completed his medical School of Medicine, and
education at the Universi- his surgical residency
completed at Strong
-ty-of Alberta School-of—- was
Hospital in
Memorial
Medicine.
- Rochester, New York.
His residency was serv- Before coming to Mured at the University of Ot- -ray, he was associated
tawa School of Medicine, with his father in practice
He also is a fellow in in rural New York.

Office. While attending
Murray State University,
she worked asa student
secretary.
In 1981, Lester was

selected by the Murray
Business and Professional Women as the
"Young Careerist of the
Year."

She is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Avery
and is married to Clinton
Lester, all of New Concord.

Anderson completes
--Allende Anderson,
secretary for Dan
McNutt Shelter Insurance, recently attended the Fundamentals of
Personal Insurance
School at the Shelter
home office in Columbia,
Mo.
Fundamentals of Personal Insurance helps office personnel to provide
quicker and better service for their agency cutSomers.

•

Anderson is marrIed-to7=5Murray, Anderson is a
Buddy Anderson andT1959 graduate of Murray
resides at Rt. 2, Murray -High School. She also had
(Stella Community). several business courses
They have three children at Murray Vocational
— Tim, employed by School.
Fisher Price; Susan,
She is a past officer in
employed by Fred's; and the Kirksey PTA and
Rob, a junior at Calloway Calloway County Band
County High School. They Boosters. AndersOfljljj
are members of the is an avid Calloway ColinUnion Grove Church of ty athletics fan.
Christ.
Dan McNutt Shelter InThe daughter of Wilson surance is located at 522
and Bertha Hughes of Main St.

Williams awarded bonus
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to external •
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753-0880
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clients, such as the Office •
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•
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Card company
names Myers

Dr. Bill Hart

Legal assistant selected for honor

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Tennis stroke
4 Boutique
9 Vast age
12 Actor Vigoda
13 Homage
14 Fuss
15 On the inside
17 Tenacious
19 Decade
20 Foot lever
21 At that time
23 Apples —
pears
24 Sad poem
27 Part of HSH
28 — here to
there
30 Slave
31 Teutonic
deity
32 Leas
34 Cooled lava
35 City on the
Tiber
37 Entice
38 — a
pleasure
39 Redacts
41 Cerium
symbol
42 Formerly
43 Tout
45 In favor of
46 Sponsor
48 Sunburned- r
51 Norwegian
coin
52 Swift
54 A Gershwin
55 Famous
Peter
56 Heroic
poems
57 No gentleman he
DOWN
1 Ordinance
2 Geisha's

- .,h
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We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
Dr. John Golberg Vic Milner
!)Dr. Rob Williams Dr. Bill Hart
/Glenda Anderson Linda Lester
Donald Williams Jim Fain
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KEEP THAT GR1EATZM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Uncle Mac's Demo
1981 Caprice 4-door, tinted glass,air, custom
two-tone paint, V8, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, white Saggested Price $9501.59
tires, AM-FM stereo, Discount
$1800.00
$7701 59
nrnel cloth seats. Your Price
beige ,

Electrical wall outlets can be
dangerous If not used properly.
Protect small children from electrical
shock. Put receptacle covers over any outlets
that a youngster can roach.Be safe, not sorry.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617

GM QUAUTY
SERVICE PMns

GM

=MAL MOTORS wars comsat

641 S.
Murray
•

TV4 West Ky. Rural Electric Coop. Corp.
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